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Introduction

There's no question about

and

ink

This

is

is

unlike that

it:

a

drawing made

made from any

in

pen

other instrument.

explained partially by the simplicity of the tools

involved. Only the pen stands

hand and the drawing

itself, a

between the

artist's

straight route from the

creator to the creation, free of mechanical

encum-

brances and elaborate set ups. As a result, pen and ink
drawing is altogether direct, capable of producing

spontaneous images and equally effective in
producing detailed and controlled drawings. In fact, as
you thumb through the pages here, you'll surely
observe the tremendous variety in styles, techniques,
and subjects successfully produced by this simple
instrument. Each of these drawings reveals the very
highly

soul of the artist behind the tool.

But don't be misled into thinking that the simplicity of
means that expertise in its handling is rapidly

the tool

acquired.

On

the contrary, the directness of pen and ink

produces an unadorned announcement of the artist's
skill or lack of it. A clumsily executed line is more apparent in pen and ink than in any other medium that might
camouflage faults in rendering.
With the understanding that pen and ink requires a
diligent development of drawing skills, we have organized this book to take you from the most basic

— drawing straight, parallel lines — to the
more subtle methods of creating illusions of tone,
depth, texture, and shape with lines alone. By following these exercises, we hope you will develop the skills
to draw any subject in any technique you prefer. The
ultimate goal, of course, is that you acquire sufficient
vocabulary to express a personal point of view in your
drawings. We hope that the drawings you create after
following the sequence of chapters presented here will
exercises

be as distinctive and unique as your handwriting.

toward

this

end that the book

is

directed.

INTRODUCTION

It is
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1.

Materials and Tools

need a few materials and tools
to begin drawing in pen and ink, and they
are readily available, inexpensive, and
You'll only

portable. Simple as they

may

be,

however, the variety of materials on the
market is now so great that you may be a
bit overwhelmed when making your
initial choice. Select two or three pens at
first, a supply of ink, a few sheets of
smooth paper, a drawing surface, tape,
and pencils. Here we will offer some

recommendations for the basic materials
and tools most suitable for the exercises
you'll

be doing throughout this book.

MATERIALS AND TOOLS
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Pens

If

you happen to overhear

a conversation

between two

A

introduced
took the
he
825,

Gillott

the steel pen
first step in replacing the
1

reed pens used

until

and medium points. The crow
represents one of the most
delicate nibs and is extremely flexi-

draw

choice.

a very

and — with greater pres-

Fine

and medium pen

able,

work — making them ideal
book — and
the wider points are more convenient for larger drawings. For work
that is very large or bold, you might

name is the Rapidograph®,
made by Koh-I-Noor. The tubular
miliar

pen

for letter-

Speedball being the most famanufacturer of these wide
stubs and "spoon-bill" nibs.

Penholders
the metal pen point into

Penholders vary with type of pen

the grooves located at the base of
a penholder. Select a holder that

is

designed for the kind of pen point
you are purchasing. Since you may
use more than one pen point in a
drawing, it's convenient to have
more than one penholder on hand.
Check to be certain that you're
able to dip the

pen

pens.
tions

No
in

intro-

disposable

extra ink containers are
a great many variapoints are available.

and

pens have a tendency to
and so they should be wiped

Ballpoint

to use

leak,

penholders of different colors so
you can immediately identify

HOW TO DRAW IN PEN AND INK

and Felt-Tip Pens

inexpensive

required,

regularly during use. Felt-tip pens,

that

12

(2.0 mm). Many drawings in this
book were made with Rapidograph
nibs, Nos. 00 and 000.

duced

(The barrel of the holder should
not be larger than the throat of the

them while you're working.

nib.

is

Many manufacturers have

into the ink bot-

good idea

onto a
screws

lines of

Ballpoint

tle.

ink bottle.) It's a

(mounted

designed for prounvarying width.
Available pen nibs range in width
from the very fine No. 6x0 (.13
mm) to the unusually large No. 7
into a holder)

ducing

miliar

slip

point

threaded plastic barrel that

ing,

You

nibs are interchange-

Technical Pens

for the exercises in this

pen points used

The

and cartridges available.

Since they were first developed in
the 1950s, technical pens have
become very popular. The most fa-

finer points are preferable

for small

prefer

you

want

nibs.

sure applied — a considerably wider

The

if

ink bottle. There is a drawback,
however: Not all inks will be suitable because many waterproof
inks will permanently clog the pen.
Fountain pens designed for
calligraphers are an excellent

still

quill

line.

desirable

to avoid the bother of a separate

fine

fine line

is

and

quill

widely available — as are those by
other manufacturers as well — in

permitting you to

fountain pen

prefer a flexible point but also

then. Gillott

steel drawing-pen nibs are

ble,

is

Fountain Pens

Metal Pen Points
in

since there

such an array of pens now available — from the very inexpensive to the most costly variety — the subject is of
particular interest to artists. Here is a sample of what is
on the market.

discussions about favorite pens. This is understandable, of course. Anyone who is fascinated by drawing
in this medium is necessarily attracted to the unique

When Joseph

And

qualities of the instrument itself.

pen-and-ink artists, you'll invariably listen to heated

Technical pen point

in holder.

although effective, do not contain
inks that are permanent.

'

W"y&
*:< -?^-y:

'16,

<dL

$!a

Y

JEFFSEAVER
The

fine point

of a technical pen permits

meticulous attention to

detail. This

accustomed to working with a
00000 Rapidograph pen nib.

artist is

MATERIALS AND TOOLS

1

3

Us

FRED BRENNER
The delicate strokes of a crow quill pen — the

S"

used
in
evidenced
textures,
as
and
here— can produce subtle tones
these drawings.
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tool

Brushes, Inks, and Paper

ink. In

you may have to exuntil you find
one that gives you the quality you

believe

Brushes

You may wonder why brushes

nical pen,

Papers

periment with inks

prefer without clogging the pen.

smooth (so-called hotis most suitable for
pen-and-ink drawing. A smooth

that the brush should never be re-

Follow the manufacturer's recom-

surface permits the pen to

pen-and-ink tool. Nev-

mendations regarding inks de-

freely in

pear

in

a

book on pen and

fact, there are purists

garded as

a

ertheless, there are

who employ

who

many

ap-

artists

the brush

signed for particular pens.

may

conjunction with their work

and

find a suitable ink that

ink; this is

displays

many

in

in pen
because the brush

same characwith the added

of the

teristics as the pen,

advantages offered by its highly
rapid inkflexible point and
coverage capability.
It's unnecessary to use a fine
brush for fine-line work. A highquality watercolor brush in a medium size can be shaped to a very
fine point for linear work, and it
also holds

enough

ink for covering

large areas with solid black.

Inks

Waterproof

India inks provide the

feature artists seek: a rich, solid,

and consistent black. The type of
ink you select, however, depends
largely on the pen you use. The
carbon content of some inks may
be ideal for good color but may
tend to clog reservoir pens. If you
are using a fountain pen or a tech-

The

fine (No. 0)

and medium

6) sable brushes are all-purpose.

(No.

find a

is

not water-

proof.

made by

— such as those
Higgins — are best for
inks

non-reservoir-type pens.

You dip
draw

the pen into the bottle as you

produce a rich black (or color). If
you wash your pen in clear, warm
water after each session, clogging

to

never present a problem.

Pen Wipers
Good, absorbent paper towels
serve very well as pen wipers.
Keep them readily accessible so
that you can clean the pen point as
you work, avoiding unsightly
blots. Ink bottles are shaped so
that they are not easily tipped over,

but accidents do happen, and so be
certain to

have

a

good supply

of

these paper towels nearby in case
such an unfortunate incident occurs

in

any direction.
Select two types

of

move
hot-

pressed paper: a single-ply and a
three-ply.

and

is

The

single-ply

is

thinner

therefore slightly transpar-

you to trace one
drawing over another. The heavier
three-ply paper can withstand a
fair amount of erasing — if you've
drawn pencil guidelines beneath
your ink drawing. The heavier paent, permitting

India

will

general,

pressed) paper

You

waterproof ink that
does not clog the pen, or you may

today

In

your working area.

The

traditional ink bottle contains

a stopper for loading ink.

per

is stiff

enough

to hold a

good

deal of ink without buckling, and

it

can be used on both sides.
Following these general recommendations, select a fairly highquality paper, one made by a
reputable manufacturer. A paper
of poor quality offers a false economy; it will only impede your progress because it will frustrate you
in your attempt to develop your
technical skills in pen and ink. Beyond following these general recommendations, however, you'd
be wise to experiment with different kinds of papers until you find
the ones that please you most.

The ink bottle

for technical pens

provides a portable container.

MATERIALS AND TOOLS
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Miscellaneous

Drawing Board

Ruler or Straightedge

A drawing

Although you are not going to develop drafting skills here, you may
find it very handy to have on hand a
ruler or straightedge for drawing

board provides a convenient surface for working, one
that is smooth and portable
enough to permit you to work just
about anywhere. The board should
be large enough to support your
hand and paper. Art supply stores
offer wooden drawing boards that
range in size from 12"x17" (30
x 43 cm) to 23" x 31 " (58 x 78
cm). If the board is rough, simply
tape a sheet of smooth illustration
board to its surface.

straight parallel lines.

Drafting tape can anchor paper

their

artists

still

easily

ing

removed.

prefer to attach

prefer, as

we

You

do, to use draft-

The tape
designed so that it will hold the
paper temporarily but won't tear
ing tape for this purpose.

after

when you remove

it

and Erasers

pencil drawing as a guide. A pencil
drawing will help you plan the composition, the lines, and the tones,
permitting you also to change your
mind before you commit the ink to
paper. After your inking is complete, you can erase the telltale

A
for

soft or

kneaded eraser is

ideal

removing pencil marks.

16

if

lighting

impor-

is

because it is constant
and easier to control than natural
light. Select an adjustable lamp
that throws an even light, one that
does not produce glare on the sur-

for

stubborn, but work careto avoid removing ink.

artificial

For a

tificial light

also

PEN AND INK

of

number of exercises
proposed here, we recommend ar-

B, or 2B.

HOW TO DRAW IN

method

Like opaque white, a knife may be
used for making corrections. The
knife must be razor sharp, and so
use an X-Acto knife (which has interchangeable blades) or a singleedged razor blade and change
blades often as you work.

Good

have a soft or
removing the
pencil lines after you've completed
the ink drawing. A kneaded eraser
is best for removing lines without
damaging the surface of the paper.
A harder eraser can be used if the
fully

a

for the exercises in this book, or

tant.

remain.
For these light indications,
keep some medium-grade pencils,

lines are

China white,

Lighting

lines that

You should
medium eraser

is

Knife

Before you begin to ink a drawing,
you will probably begin with a light

such as HB,

(or

also called)

it

you've finished.

Pencils

is

you may use it with discretion
the work is for reproduction.

is

the surface

opaque white
it

removing black ink lines, but its
use is only recommended when
the quality of the original drawing
is of little importance. You may use

paper to the drawing surface

with thumbtacks or pushpins.

may

Opaque White
all good efforts to the contrary, you will make mistakes. Usas

Some

straight-

Despite

and is

Tape

A

edge will also be convenient for
drawing up margin lines before you
begin, creating a framework which
will help in composing.

face of the paper.

lamp — available

A
in

stores — provides the
solution.

Its

Acto knife can always be razor sharp.

art

supply

most

flexible

adjustability enables

you to place the lamp
With disposable blades, the X-

floating-arm

that avoids casting a

in

a position

shadow from

your body onto the drawing.

*

*%.

1*1

\

*

.

,

'

,

si

:

,je*,

WALTER GAFFNEY-KESSELL
made

Notice the range of tones
possible

by building up

ink

marks on the

paper with a fine-pointed pen

nib.

MATERIALS AND TOOLS

1

7

<
(._,<-

V

.._
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4

Warming Up

2.

J
Every drawing

how complex

in

it

pen and

ink,

no matter

may seem to the

constructed with but

two types

eye,

is

of

marks — lines and dots. The magic of a
good drawing lies in the character of
those marks, and the hallmark of the
skilled artist is

the

ability to control

the

pen stroke effectively to create just
whatever is required for the subject.

So

let's

elements.

how to

begin with these basic

In this

chapter you

will learn

hold the pen correctly and to

create a whole variety of lines that

represent the building blocks for the

drawings to come: dashes, curved and
straight lines, even and uneven lines, as
well as lines with personalities.

WARMING UP
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Setting

Up

Although we've offered suggestions for acquiring a fair
number of tools and materials in the previous chapter,
for now you need very few of these in your first experiments with pen handling. At the beginning, it's most
important that you learn to feel confident with the basic
tool — your pen — and for this we would suggest a
medium-point fountain pen, used with black ink. Select
a few sheets of smooth paper as well.
It's most comfortable to work at an upright drawsurface,
a slanted drawing board, or a drawing table
ing
angled in such a way that your arm can move naturally
across the surface without awkward strain or stretching. The tilted surface also permits you to view the entire surface of the paper head-on, free of distortions.
Because you will be doing many experiments with
these warming-up exercises, cut the paper into sheets

— 5"

x 7" (13 x

18 cm),
perhaps — and stack them nearby. Attach the first
sheet of paper to the drawing surface by taping each of
the four corners. Attaching the paper in this way frees
you to concentrate on the drawing itself and eliminates
the distractions caused by the paper shifting.
Adjust the lighting so that the surface of your paper is evenly lit and free of glare or reflection, and check
to be certain that your hand, as it moves across the surface, does not cast a shadow on the paper. Place the
ink bottle within convenient reach at your left or right
side, depending on whether you are left- or righthanded. Avoid placing the bottle too close to the edge
of relatively small size

of the tabletop. In fact, since the ink bottle
a

good idea

to put

it

in

a dish or holder, or

may
on

tip, it's

a taboret

next to the drawing surface.

Holding the Pen
Lift the pen and hold it in your hand
as if you were about to write a letter. To create different effects
with the pen, vary the pressure on
it. Manipulate it in your hand, shifting the angle of the pen in relation
to the paper. Hold the pen at a
forty-five-degree angle to the surface, then rotate it so that it's upright or at right angles to the
surface, and finally, turn the pen so
its angle to the paper is greater
than ninety degrees. Your grasp of
the tool should be firm, not tense;
confident, not cramped.

Hold the pen as if you were
The pen should feel

Experiment with the pen by holding the instrument at different angles

to

writing a letter.

achieve lines of varying width. Also experiment with nibs of varying size and

comfortable

compare the marks they produce.

20

in this position.
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INK

Begin by Doodling

see what your pen will or
not do for you. Even at the risk
of destroying a few pen points, try
First let's

will

pushing your pen to its limits with a
series of casual doodles. In this
way, you'll discover what kind of
marks the pen can make.
Move the pen across the surface of the paper in every direction,
creating curved lines, straight
lines, marks that are jagged, and
staccato lines. As you turn sharp
catch. See

may spatter or
how much pressure is

required to

make dots and dashes;

j£)

^

(Q><®

how

m

close you can

place lines side by side before they

merge; see

how

)

CO-

corners, the pen

test to learn

& <2JT>^

long a single

stroke you can achieve before ink

runs dry from the pen point.

As you practice creating these
way you hold the

marks, vary the

Make some

pen.

lines

with the pen

held at a forty-five-degree angle,

and others with the pen at a ninetydegree angle. Draw some lines
without looking down at the page.
your position at the drawing
surface and try again, drawing
without looking down.
These are the kinds of experiments you can attempt as you become acquainted with your pen

^C^Z

Shift

and

its

limitations.

dzP&D)^

<2£&z
—<?'

Pay no atten-

drawing now, just loosen
up. Be free and see how many different kinds of marks you can
make.

tion to

Vvv.

You 'II feel more relaxed with the
pen

after loosening

Try

many kinds of lines,

up with doodles.

pen at different angles

holding your

to the paper.

WARMING UP
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Straight Lines

doodles you tried were designed to give you
some sense of the pen's potential, but now it's important to learn how to control the tool in order to achieve
precisely the marks you have in mind when you draw.

The

first

Straight Lines,

Even Pressure

The following exercises are a

bit like learning to play the
scales on a piano: With these, you'll develop the skills

needed

come

all

for
at

more imaginative work, skills that won't
once but do require practice and patience.
from
and bring down

cise using vertical lines. Start

Start with a clean sheet of paper.

the top of the

Dip the pen into the ink and begin
by drawing a straight horizontal
line no more than two inches (five
centimeters) long. With this exercise, you are developing control,
and although the line is meant to be
straight, don't expect to duplicate
the mechanical rule done with a

the stroke, terminating the

line at

two inches (about

centi-

Now draw a line just below the
the

one, parallel to

same

length.

it

and precisely

Now

a third line,

below the second, with the
same amount of space in between.
Draw slowly, using even pressure.
Continue to add lines until you
have created a square of parallel
lines. If you find it difficult to maintain lines of equal length, you
might try making vertical guidelines in pencil first, beginning and
just

terminating your ink lines precisely
at the pencil guides.

Now that you have drawn
izontal lines, repeat the

same

hor-

exer-

Begin by drawing parallel
horizontal lines of no

inches

(five

more than two

centimeters) in length.

(Use pencil guidelines

if

necessary to

keep the lines of even length.)
Maintain an equal distance between
the lines. Then do the
vertical lines,

same with

and finally, with

diagonal lines.

22

five

meters). Place parallel lines alongside each other,
done previously,

square of vertical
equal lines are
cil

guidelines

you had
you have a

just as
until

Again,

lines.

difficult,

if

draw pen-

first.

Draw

straightedge as a guide.
first

line
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sets of lines in all
vertidirections — horizontally,
cally, and diagonally — varying the

space between the

lines,

perhaps,

but keeping the strokes even and
controlled. After

you have com-

pleted eight or ten of these exercises,

you

will

have

amount

for the

quired and

how

a better feeling

of pressure rerapidly or slowly

you must move the pen to achieve
an even line. Don't be discouraged
appear unif your first attempts
even and if the lines are somewhat
less than parallel. With practice
(and you must practice!), you'll develop greater control of the pen.

Opposite:

Drawn with

EDWARD SOREL

confidence, straight lines

can offer unusually expressive
possibilities.

drawing

is

Here the action of the

enhanced by the vigorously

drawn parallel lines placed in
juxtaposition to the casual contours.

The entire drawing seems to vibrate
with energy.

WARMING UP
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Uneven Straight Lines

As long as you apply even pressure
of the pen point to the paper, your

strokes

will

width.

you

If

remain uniform

in

vary the pressure of

the pen point, the lines

will

vary

in

width.
Straight Lines,

Uneven Pressure

Begin with
ing the pressure and broadening
the line's width. Draw parallel horizontal lines of no more than three
inches (eight centimeters), and try
a light stroke, increas-

same

to repeat the

each

line.

effects with

Then make

a series of

three-inch (eight-centimeter) lines

you begin with pressure and
then lighten up as you terminate
them. Repeat this with lines of light
pressure at each end and heavier
pressure in the middle. Remember,
that

the aim

is

to duplicate

— as much as

possible — the quality of the lines

and to do so in parallel strokes. Afyou have done a series of hori-

ter

zontal lines of

repeat the
tical lines

same

uneven pressure,
exercise with ver-

and then diagonal

lines.

Now draw parallel horizontal lines
that are varied in pressure. In the first
lines,

begin with light pressure and

then increase

Reverse

it

as the

this in the

line terminates.

next batch of lines,

beginning with a heavier line and
terminating with a light

draw a

line.

Then

third group, with pressure

applied at the middle of the lines.

24
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Dots and Dashes
now, you have been making

Until

strokes of single lines.

Now

try in-

terrupting the line and returning to
it

with another stroke.

Make

a se-

and dashes — like a
Morse code — always maintaining
a line in a single direction. Beneath
these dots and dashes, repeat a
ries of dots

parallel version of

nations. Repeat

the

same combi-

this exercise

with

and dashes and then
with slanted lines of dots and
dashes. Can you keep them uniform in pattern and weight?
vertical dots

Draw a

series of dots

and dashes, maintaining uniform length and pattern

in

each stroke.

JEFF SEAVER
If

you look

drawing

is

closely, you'll notice that this

made up almost entirely of

dots and dashes of uniform width but of
varying length

and pattern.

WARMING UP
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Curved Lines

As you worked on
It's

not easy, at

straight lines,

first,

you practiced

control.

to keep straight lines uniform and

consistent, and once you've mastered this, you've

way toward

come a

long

curved

lines you'll find a

controlling your

somewhat

medium. With

different

skill is

de-

manded. Not only are pressure and direction of the pen
necessary to control now, but also you must be able to
reproduce linear shapes consistently. These exercises
will help develop that skill and will help when you render curved shapes in later exercises.
Curved Lines, Even Pressure
use even strokes. Again, the

First

object

is

to repeat the line in paral-

some ovals and cireach accomplished with two
strokes — one curving away from
you and another curving toward
you — and judge which direction
lel

strokes. Try

cles,

more comfortable. Try some

feels

serpentine lines, teardrop shapes,
ellipses,

and

circles.

Curved Lines, Uneven Pressure

Now make

a series of

curved

lines

using uneven pressure. Start the
first

group of curves with heavy

pressure at the beginning of the
line and terminating with lighter
pressure; then reverse this, starting with light pressure

and termi-

nating with heavy pressure.

make

sure at the center of the

Opposite:

Notice

your skills

repeated the curved lines

the pen.

line.

SUSAN JEFFERS

Above: As you practice curved lines of even and uneven pressure, make every
attempt to keep the shapes uniform. This exercise is designed to help develop
in controlling

Then

a series of curves with pres-

how freely this artist has
in

the horse's

mane and the young girl's hair. The
swirling direction of these lines

animates the entire composition.
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Expressive Lines

Let's never lose sight of the fact that drawing is more
than simply developing technical skills. Emphasis is
placed on technique here because you'll fall back on
your skill as a means of expressing whatever you have

in mind as an artist. Using techniques you've acquired
through practice enables you to draw any subject realistically, but also expressively. After all, pen lines can
have a great deal of character.

Irregular Lines
Until

now you have been

uniformly straight lines.
irregular lines,

creating

Now draw

wavy and uneven,

but experiment to see to what extent you can duplicate these irreg-

Draw them straight in a
some long and
some short, some with even and
some with varied pressure, and
show them at different slants, until
ularities.

general direction,

you

feel

confident that you can

achieve the

you require

same

effects

when

repetition.

Lines with Personality

The expressive possibilities of line
depend largely on the direction of
the line and the amount of pressure
you exert on the drawing instrument. Drawing lines with character

Even as you draw irregular lines,

try to duplicate

them.

can be practiced just as easily

as you've done other exercises un-

now. Using curved and jagged
and varying the pressure of
these lines, try creating marks that
til

lines,

are expressive of energy, anger,

softness, tension, speed.

Review Your Work
Now look over what you've

ac-

complished. Here you'll discover
your weaknesses. Try to interpret
how to improve the lines. We've already suggested, for example, that
you can use pencil guidelines if you
find these helpful in controlling the
length of the lines. You also may
find it difficult to maintain uniformly parallel strokes, in which
case it may be that your paper is
not squarely in front of you and
that shifting the surface may improve the results.
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Draw

with feeling as you practice expressive

Opposite:

lines.

RALPH STEADMAN

Brushwork can

offer a dramatic contrast to lines

made

with a pen. Here the artist has

used this method for expressive purposes in order to stage a

theatrical effect.
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3.

Pen Drawing in

Outline

chapter you experimented by
creating a wide variety of marks with a
pen in order to acquire a certain comfort
with the full range of lines and dots
In

the

last

produced by the instrument. Now you
will discover what happens when you
apply those skills to creating forms.
Drawing in outline offers an ideal
opportunity for you to experiment with
many types of lines and to appreciate
their suitability for rendering and for
expression.

By an outline drawing, we mean a
drawing that contains no indications for
tones or shading. An outline drawing can
be one that depicts only the subject's
silhouette or profile. Or an outline
drawing can describe all three dimensions of the subject

— its length,

width,

and depth — in which case it is more
precisely called a contour drawing. In
chapter

we

will

explore

all

this

kinds of

outline drawings.

»c

v

--^

IK

VX
-"
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Outline

Drawing with Uniform Line

While you were experimenting with lines, you created
even and uneven strokes by varying the pressure exerted on the pen. Now you will take this a step further:
Here you will make shapes and forms with lines, and
you will do so with a full variety of line types. An outline
drawing may be made with a uniform line, for example,

using lines of even width. On the other hand, an accented outline places greater emphasis on one part of
the line than on the other with a heavier weight or
width. A broken outline also enhances the descriptive
functions of a drawing by interrupting the line at several intervals.

Select a Simple Object
outline drawing is often used to

your best

depict extremely simple shapes

paper (tightly, with no wrinkles)
over the pencil drawing and trace it
with pen and ink. Concentrate only
on creating an even, uniform line
as you follow the pencil sketch.
When you've completed the trac-

An

that require

little

understood.

An

or

rounded

ing,

is

description to be

object that

is

solid

drawflat and

ideal for outline

provided

it's

relatively

free of irregular surfaces. (Later
will

we

offered by outline drawing,

which any subject may be

the contour of the

just yet.

a

Now

suitable candidate. But for the time

we

ability,

Now tape a piece of tracing

ing, remove the original pencil
drawing, but don't throw it away

consider the expressive possi-

bilities

for

object.

try to

draw the

teakettle

confine ourselves to

again, without using a preliminary

rendering simple subjects as accu-

Take a new sheet
and draw directly with the
pen, trying to reproduce the profile
of the teakettle as you move your
pen across the page with a single,
even stroke. You may find it more
effective if you keep your eyes on
the teakettle, without looking
down at your sheet of paper, so
that your hand is actually responding to what you see and to no other

being,

will

pencil drawing.

of paper

rately as possible.)

Start with a teakettle. Attach
a sheet of paper to the

drawing

board and set the object nearby so
that you can view it easily. Adjust
the position of the kettle so that
the spout is facing to the left or
right, and study the shape you see
before you, its profile particularly.
First try a simple pencil draw-

Above: Make a pencil drawing of
a teakettle, or a similar

still life

subject, indicating the profile to the

best of your ability.

ing of this profile, reproducing, to

distractions.

Right As you trace the pencil
drawing in pen and ink, follow the

Opposite: JOE CIARDIELLO
An outline drawing, with limited

contour of the object. Then draw
same subject in ink without a

passages of tone added, offers

:

the

preliminary pencil sketch.
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sufficient information to

convey the

character of General Custer.
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JONZAHOUREK
The brush

is

an ideal instrument

for

creating accented contours because the

width of the

line

can be altered in a

single stroke with

little

pressure. This fluid line

change
is

in

extremely

expressive.
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Accented Outline Drawing

Place the pencil drawing back on the drawing board and
trace the image

pen and ink, this time using an accented outline. As you draw, consider the sections of
the outline that could be emphasized — a slight suggestion of a shadow near the base of the kettle, perhaps, or
some indication of a recessed area.
Where you accent the outline is a matter of judgment, and with practice you will notice where accenting the line seems to reinforce the drawing. Accented
lines

in

tend to be more suitable for objects that contain

regular surfaces, and you'll see that a drawing

is

ir-

sharp-

ened or enlivened by

Without using
drawings of small objects. Remember, you are working here only in outline — with no
attempt to build up tone or shadows in the subjects.
You've probably noticed by now that a drawing
made up only of contours may reveal your limitations in
draftsmanship. Outline drawings, by being bare and
unadorned, conceal nothing. For the time being, this
needn't concern you. Later you will practice ways of
depicting shapes as you see them, but now you should
concentrate only on making lines.
a varied line stroke.

a pencil sketch, try other

I

3

An accented line enlivens a drawing and suggests volume.
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Broken Outlines

you've made several drawings using accented lines,
with broken outlines a bit easier.
Again, begin by returning to your pencil drawing of the
teakettle. Place a piece of tracing paper over the drawing and draw the kettle with a broken or dotted line.
There are no rules to tell you where to interrupt the line;
it's your choice. If the teakettle has a wooden handle,
you might even have a dotted line that expresses the
texture of the wood. Broken lines can also give the effect of shading and, of course, volume.
If

you'll find practicing

Broken

36

lines

suggest shading, volume, and texture.
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Select other objects to draw

in

broken

line,

and

look for items that reveal varied textures — a fur hat,

something made

in

more pleasing

draw things you

to

rough cloth or leather. You'll find

favorite objects. Patience

is

like,

it

pretty things or

required for these early ex-

and having an affection for the subject makes
the task more enjoyable. Look for items that have
character — worn shoes, dog-eared books, a well-used
brush. Drawing these objects will sharpen your skills in
handling the pen as well as in observation.
ercises,

^

'

-

^

R. 0.

A

fine

BLECHMAN

broken, irregular outline has

become

the hallmark of this artist's sophisticated drawings.
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Blind Contour

Drawing

Because we have concentrated particularly on the
marks made with the pen— the various types of outlines you can achieve with the instrument — we have
not spoken of the expressive qualities of line. Contour
drawings offer a fine opportunity for the beginner to
discover the full expressive potential of pen and ink.

first began to render the teakettle we
mentioned
that you might find it easier to follow
had

When you

the contour of the object without looking down at the
paper while you draw. If you haven't already tried this

method, now is an excellent time to
proach is called blind contour drawing.

grow more

Blind Contour Exercise

closely at a subject will

Take

acute. So, for the time being, don't

an irregular edge, a plant, perhaps. With a
clean sheet of paper on the drawing board, place the pen point at
the upper part of the paper and fix
your eyes on the upper part of the
plant. Now concentrate on the
form of the plant as you move your
hand slowly in the direction you are
following with your eyes. Don't
look down at your hand, and don't
lift the pen off the paper while
you're drawing. Imagine that the
pen is actually touching the plant
itself.

a small object with

You

concern yourself with "good"
drawing. After you've done several of these,

you may be surprised
drawings are

to discover that the

start.

This ap-

more interesting than you first
imagined. Because you're less
self-conscious about results (interested for now only in the process
of seeing), your results may reveal
more confidence and conviction.

far

are actually feeling the

form with your pen. And you can
draw inside and outside the form.
When you have completed the
contour of the form with a single
line, look down at the drawing and
set your pen on another location to
begin the next contour line. Continue doing this until you've completed all the contours you see
before you.

As you draw,
character of the
ing,

and see

think about the

line

you are mak-

how many

different

kinds of lines you can create with a

drawings at
from the
top of the form on one, and from
the bottom on another.
These exercises are designed
to give you more confidence in the
lines you create, without any concern for achieving accuracy. Working this way also develops your
concentration for seeing, and with
practice your capacity for looking
single tool. Begin the

different places

38
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Looking at your subject, not at your paper, draw as
the subject.

if

your pen were touching

fl.

ftpMStUHi/^

MARSHALL ARISMAN
By using

outline alone, the artist deftly describes the figure

and a few expressive

details.

The directness of outline can be

highly effective in expressing emotional response.
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Gesture Drawing

Blind contour drawings develop
your ability to see form and shape.
Gesture drawings — also created
with outlines — will help develop
your ability to see and depict

movement. For these exercises
best to work from a

you have such
willing friend.

live

it's

model,

if

a possibility, or a

You might even use

yourself as a model: Begin by using

your other hand as a subject, moving it slowly across the drawing
surface. Or you might draw a bird
flying, or a cat as it moves across
the room.

As you study your subject,
concentrate on its action rather
than its shape. In five seconds (no
more!) capture that action with a
sweep of your pen. Try it again,
this time giving yourself ten seconds. Do not look down as you
work. In the blind contour drawings you followed the silhouettes
shapes with your drawing
hand; here you follow the action of
the subject with your hand.
of the

To

re-create the

movement

of

the subject, you will probably find
yourself exaggerating

This

fine.

is

its

action.

Most beginners tend

to

and this exercise
helps overcome such a tendency.
By placing a time limit on the
drawing, you will find that being
stiffen the pose,

selective

becomes

a

necessity.

You'll discover here that only a

few

ROBERT ZIERING
This artist has an unusual

method of

depicting a figure or animal in motion:

He progresses

the image into the next

stage of movement and places each

make a drawand that drawing
many details does not necessarily
convey more information about a

across the drawing reinforce the

subject.

of movement.

lines are required to

ing convincing,
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stage side-by-side. This approach

conveys gesture without confusion.
Notice that horizontal strokes placed
illusion

1
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4.

Tones with Pen and Ink

In

outline drawing,

you concentrated

only on the contours of the subject, with

i

s

>

no attempt to create light and shade.
Although outline drawing has many
merits, and some artists use it to good
advantage as a means of expression,
you will probably find that a drawing

composed

/

entirely of outlines

uniform, and lacking

s*
,/

/
'

•'/fa

s

s

seems

flat,

dimension. Light
and shade, on the other hand, enhance a
in

drawing by giving volume to the subjects
and by adding visual interest to the

Wk

composition.

%

and shade are normally
created with tones, and in pen and
Light

mm

ink,

tones are created with lines or dots. In
this chapter we will explore the various
ways in which you can produce these
tones so that you will be able to create
effects of light

draw any

and shade whenever you

subject.

TONES WITH PEN AND
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Flat

Tones

Without knowing

it,

perhaps, you were creating tones

as soon as you began your warming-up exercises
and ink. In fact, a tone is created whenever one

in

pen

line is

By drawing two
lines in proximity, you are creating two black marks and
an intervening white space in between. This white
space, when seen from a distance, merges with the
two black marks to create the illusion of gray. The eye
no longer sees these as two lines and a white space,
placed close to another. Think about

it.

but accepts them as a tonal area. The greater the space
between the marks, the lighter the tone. This happens

way tones are created in the blackand-white reproductions you see on any printed page.
With a pencil you can create a tone by using a
lighter or darker point. With pen and ink, however,
tones are created differently. Because in pen and ink
you work only in black and white, you create tones with
the placement and relative size of lines and dots.
to be precisely the

Tones with Parallel Lines
tone is uniform, which
means that it does not gradate
from one shade of gray to another
Flat

A

flat

but remains constant. Later

we will

practice with tones that gradate

from dark to

but
uniform
practice with par-

light or vice versa,

here you'll produce
tones. First let's

flat,

allel lines.

Take a clean sheet of paper
and draw six boxes about two
inches (five centimeters) square.

With a fine-pointed pen (a Rapidograph No. 00 was used here),

draw

horizontal lines

box,

placing

in

the

first

them about one-

sixteenth of an inch (about one and

With each
keep the space in between
consistent, always one-sixteenth
of an inch (one and a half millimeters). In the second box, draw horia half millimeters) apart.
line,

more

zontal lines placed

together.
lines

closely

the third box, draw

In

placed

still

more closely

together.

Now

take a broader pen and

repeat the

same

exercise,

filling

the three remaining boxes, each
with lines placed farther apart from
the others.

Study the six boxes. You will
see that the greater the proportion
of white space to the black marks,
the lighter the tone will appear to
the eye.
Lines
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drawn with a

fine

pen point.

Lines

drawn with a broader point.

Value Scales
speaking, shade is not an
accurate term for describing
Strictly

degrees of light and dark because it
can easily be confused with
shadow, which has an altogether
different meaning. The word value
is used in art to describe the rela-

amount

tive

given area.
value, dark

of light or dark in a

An object can be light in
in

value, or of a middle

value, for example.

Because these

early exercises

are designed to build your "vocab-

ulary" so that you will be able to

produce a
your pen,

full

range of effects with
it very helpful

you'll find

to practice creating values. In this

way,

sharpen not only your
with the pen, but also your
perception of tonal intervals.
you'll

skills

Value practice begins with a
flat tones ranging from
light to dark. On a clean sheet of
paper draw five boxes, each about
two inches (five centimeters)
square. With parallel lines drawn
scale of

vertically, create five distinct val-

ues between the first and the last
boxes. In the first of these, for
example, create a light value by
drawing only a few lines separated
by much white space. In the second, draw more lines with less
space in between to create a
darker value, and so on, until you
have obtained a value just slightly
lighter than a solid black.

Create a value scale, from light to

As
number of lines is increased and
the space between them reduced, the
value becomes darker.

dark, with parallel vertical lines.

the
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Flat

Tones

Flat Tones with Cross-Hatching
You've experimented with parallel
lines, and so now let's try some

The square will
somewhat like a grid. In the
second box, draw parallel lines

other methods of creating

diagonally across and then another

flat

equally spaced.
look

tones. Creating a drawing entirely

set of parallel lines

with parallel lines might be an

diagonal direction. Keep the spac-

enjoyable exercise, but

you

it's

unlikely

would

be naturally
inclined to produce such a drawing. Cross-hatching by superimposing one set of parallel lines over
another is one of the most popular
methods of creating shapes and
forms through tonal values.
Draw a pair of two-inch (fivethat

centimeter) squares.

draw

In

the

vertical lines, equally

and then draw

first,

spaced,

a series of horizon-

over the vertical lines and
right angles to them, also

tal lines

at

ing

between the

Although

this flat

value as the

in

the opposite

same.

lines the

tone

the

is

first, you'll

same

notice that

is somebecause the

the character of the tone

what

different, simply

lines are angled.

Crosshatched Value Scale
drawing parallel lines you may
have discovered that it is not
always easy to maintain a sliver of
white between the heavy black
line and its parallel neighbor. With
In

illi

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

cross-hatching, however, you
should find it easier to achieve variation in the darker tones as you
superimpose one set of lines over
another.

Draw

five

two-inch

centimeter) squares and

(five-

the
with a series of vertical parallel
lines. In the second, draw vertical
fill

in

first

parallel lines

and then add horizon-

tal parallel lines at right

the

first

group.

In

angles to

the third, add

diagonal lines that run across the
horizontal and vertical Crosshatch.
In

the fourth, add diagonal lines

the opposite direction.

And

the distance

some

of

but tighten up

between them. With

practice, you'll discover that

takes less effort to Crosshatch
these darker grays than to create
them with parallel lines alone.
it

Two methods of cross-hatching
produce tones of similar value but
different character.
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Study the values and compare
them to what you see on the facing
page. Can you match up the values

on this scale with those
Tan drawing?

in

(.

I
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finally,

draw these same four groups
lines in the fifth box,

\

in

the Le-
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PIERRE LE-TAN
With parallel and evenly crosshatched lines the
This

artist

has created flat tones representing a wide range of values.

method produces an unusual effect that is characteristic of Le- Tan 's pen and ink drawing.
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Flat

Tones

Flat Tones with Stippling
With the stipple technique, you
create tones with dots only, using
line primarily to indicate

contour.

Stippling produces a delicate tone,

and drawings created with this
technique have a certain charm
and sparkle that artists have used
to good advantage.

Draw

a

two-inch

meter) square and

fill

(five centiit

with dots

more or less equally
spaced. The dots — or stipplesshould be of the same relative

that are

weight as well, and so apply even
pressure to your pen.
Now draw a value scale, using
the stipple approach. Here you can

accomplish a five-value
The squares of darker gray
contain more dots placed more
closely together. Or you can
easily

scale.

achieve the same effect by placing
larger dots in the square, thereby
reducing the proportion of white to
black within the square.

Opposite:

The

W?&&!$?£?&:&&f&00

JAMES SPANFELLER

original of this drawing,

which

measures more than twice the
the reproduction

size of

shown here, has been

constructed entirely with stippling.

Thousands of dots, meticulously
placed, produce a

With the stipple technique,

:WM;-M'

full

range of values as

well as unusual variations in texture

values can be darkened by enlarged

contributing to an extraordinary overall

dots or by more of them.

composition.
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Graded Tones

now you have

concentrated on achieving flat
this by placing uniaccomplished
tones, and you've
Whether you
in
between.
form marks with even spaces
flat tones
or
stipples,
Crosshatch,
used parallel lines,
side by
marks
placing
consistent
were achieved by
Until

side.

A

flat

tone

is

seen when an object

Graded Tones with

is

relatively flat

and evenly

lighted.

When an object is rounded,

is

lighted

Parallel Lines

You have already created
value scales in which

several

tones
changed from one square to the
next, although each square contained a flat tone.

Now

let's

create

a value scale in a single rectangle.

Start with parallel lines. At one
end of the rectangle place heavier
lines close together, and as you
move to the other end of the rectangle, decrease the width of the
stroke and increase the space

between the lines.
Now do the same with

parallel

placed at a diagonal within a
square or rectangle, varying the
lines

pressure and the width of the

line

so that you gradually proceed from
dark to light or from light to dark.
Try it again with short strokes.

Even with parallel lines alone
you can create a number of tonal
illusions

within a single square.

Start with a light tone, gradate to a

darker one, and then return to the
light tone.
Then reverse the
sequence, going from dark to light
and then back to a darker tone.
Experiment with a variety of
arrangements, like the ones on this
page, until you feel that you've
gained facility in creating graded
tones with parallel lines.

You can create a number of tonal impressions by varying the pressure.
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or

when

from the side, from above, or
from below, the tone gradates from light to dark. Obviously, there will be frequent need for you to depict gradations of tones in your drawings, and here's a good
place to develop those skills, using the three techniques described above.
a flat object

Graded Tones with Cross-Hatching
Create a rectangle with crosshatched lines at right angles to one
another, increasing the spaces
between the lines as you approach
the lighter tones and decreasing
the spaces as you approach the
darker tones. Repeat this to create
"ribbons" of light and dark.
Experiment with Crosshatch
lines that are diagonal to one
another instead of at right angles.

Decrease the angle between the
superimposed lines and the ones
below. The sharper the angle, the
more lively the tone; this approach
is used widely by artists in their
drawings. Notice that the area

seems

to vibrate with the sparkles

poke through between the black marks.
of white that

Try

some squares with

uncross-hatching these
with modulating lines as well.

even

lines,

Cross-hatching can be very
effective

if

lines run at different

angles to one another. Notice that the

sharper the angle, the more the tone

seems

to vibrate.
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Other Techniques

Graded Tones with Stippling

Now

experiment with stippling.
Create a continuous tone with
dots, starting at one extreme with
large dots placed closely together

and then gradually reducing the
size of the dots and increasing the
spaces between them. By placing
the dots within a confined area,
you are creating graded tones.

Try some squares of modulating tones that are darker in the center and lighter at the edges. (Notice
that the shape seems rounded.)

Combining Techniques
Don't miss this opportunity to

combine

parallel

lines,

cross-

hatching, and stippling to create a

whole variety of tonal effects.

Now

you're building your vocabuand you'll have gained skills
that you can use repeatedly in your
drawings. These techniques may

Stippling, cross-hatching, parallel

be altered to suit your subject, or

lines

lary,

you may

find that

you prefer one

the others.
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— even solid areas of black brushed
in— demonstrate the range of technical

approaches possible within a drawing.

PEN AND INK
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5. Basic

—^

Shapes in Line and Tone

w. y^^^/''"','t^

As you develop your

skills

of rendering

in

you are gaining the technical
facility for representing the subjects you
see before you. Until now, you have
focused on producing marks with the
pen, without any real concern for actual
shapes. From this point on, you'll be
pen and

ink,

applying your

to creating recogniz-

skills

able images.

shapes—

We'll begin with the basic

the cube, the cone, spherical shapes,

and a combination of these shapes
simple

still life

skills for

compositions. Using your

creating line and tone,

are able to create a surprising
variations

in

in

you now

number of

rendering these basic

shapes.
Actually, these

shapes may seem

simple, but they are at the heart of

everything you see
distracting details,

small

in

all

nature. Stripped of

objects — large and

— contain elements that relate to

these basic shapes. And knowing how to
render them with ease means that you
will be on your way toward depicting
every subject in nature.

BASIC SHAPES
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Light

and Shade

First let's consider some principles of light and shade. If
you draw a circle and a square on a sheet of white paper, you have created two shapes, it's true, but you've
only suggested their contours or silhouettes, without

The added dimension of
volume — the feature that distinguishes a circle from a
sphere or a square from a cube — is created with the addition of light and shade.
giving any hint of their volume.

Simple Shapes in Light and Shade
To observe how light and shade
describe shape, work with artificial

Although the same principles

light.

apply to sunlight,

it's

much

to shift the direction of a
it

to attempt the

is

sun.

It's

easier

lamp than

same with

also preferable to

with a strong, single

light

the

work

source

that clearly illuminates the object.

More than one

source tends
and
shade that you'll render here.
Take two simple objects — one
with a rounded form, the other
with flat sides. Select everyday objects that are relatively absent of
strong color or detail, such as a
tennis ball and a small candy box.
Set the objects on a tabletop and
light

to obscure the patterns of light

place a movable light to the left.
With the lamp placed to the
left

and above the objects, the

appear at the upand the darkest, on the
lower right. The shaded portions
lightest portions

per

left,

are not receiving the light directly.

Now look more closely at each
The cube, lit by a light to
and overhead, receives the
most light on its upper surface.
This — on the paper — would be the
object.

the

left

highlight, or the whitest portion of

drawing. The front side receives
slightly less light than the top, and
so a middle value would be used to
a

The shaded
quite dark. The

depict this "halftone."
side on the right

shape

is,

in

is

a sense, a value scale

gradating from the lightest to the
darkest values.

Now
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study the rounded form.
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Here the rounded surface gradually
turns away from the source of
light; there are no edges or sharply
defined planes to intercept the
light. Light and shadow blend in
the area where they meet, and the

surface

becomes

gradually darker

curves away into deep
shadow.
What you've observed here is
as

it

that objects with flat sides display

more gradual change in light and
shade, a more subtle adjustment of
values.

Now

shift the direction of the

and study the effects produced when the light is placed
light

behind the objects, directly overhead, directly in front of the objects, and below the objects. Add a
cast shadow to these drawings,
and notice how the value and

a greater contrast,

shape of the shadow change with

fined, while

the direction of

sharply decurved shapes reveal a

light.

-

—

As soon as tone

is

shape takes on volume

introduced, a

illuminated from behind, from in front,

shadow as

a drawing.

and from above. Notice how the
shape and position of the lightest and
darkest values shift from one to the
other, depending on the light source.
Notice the value and shape of the cast

drawing the same objects

in

See what happens to those tones
when a curved and flat-sided object
are illuminated from different
directions. Here the objects are

lighting,

the light shifts. Practice
in different

and experiment with

techniques that seem best suited to
describing these situations:

Crosshatch, stippling, parallel lines.

BASIC SHAPES
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Drawing Cubes and Boxes

For the exercises in this chapter, you'll need small everyday objects, a table or stand near your drawing surface on which to place them, and a movable light that
enables you to shift the direction of light easily. Be certain your drawing surface is illuminated evenly.
You may, of course, work under natural light. If
you do, be certain to limit the source of daylight to only
one window, located five or six feet (one and a half to

your drawing table to the right of the winyou are right-handed) so that the sunlight does
not cast the shadows of your pen and hand across the
paper. Obviously, if you are left-handed, the reverse is
true. If you can, try to work beneath a window that

A

seen. Avoid clutter alongside or behind the object, or

two meters)

to the left or right of the object stand.

single light source will simplify patterns of light

shade, while more than one light source
many shadows that can be confusing

may
in

cises. Place

dow

(if

faces north, for a uniform

light that

remains constant

during the better part of the day.

The object you place on the stand should be

clearly

anything that might throw a distracting shadow. Set
in front of a wall or place a piece of cardboard
behind the object.

and

introduce

the stand

these exer-

Boxes and Cubes
Place a box on the object stand —
shoe box is fine, as we've shown
here. With your pencil, indicate the
shape of the box, its contours only.

time also indicating the values of
the inner sides of the box. Then
lean the lid against the box, and

perspective
lines
some
of
the
on this
causes
contour to be longer than others,
dimensions that can be verified by

set of values. (The

notice

You'll

in

in

the highlight, which
tone, and which

other types of boxes; increase the
1

.

Draw

the contour of a shoe

box or similar shape,

first in

pencil

and

then traced over in ink.

the half-

is

is

Straight Lines
In

drawing cubes and boxes,

you're representing flat-sided objects with straight lines. This

and leaving the paper white
suggest the lightest portion.

good

Notice that the direction of the

take a look at the

apart,

seems

to affect

way you "read" the values. It
would be possible, of course, to
parallel vertical lines rather

than horizontal ones, but the character of the values is changed.

Now remove

the

lid

from the

box and repeat the process,
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straight lines
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numbers of shadows (and values)
with the objects placed on the object stand; draw other kinds of flatsided objects.

the darkest
shade? Now reproduce these with
parallel lines in ink, the lines wider
and closer together on the darkest
side. In the halftone, the lines
should be narrower and farther

make

own

lid

Without being too conwith
technique, try to vary
cerned
the directions of the lines; draw

the con-

lines in ink. Now study the values.
With half-closed eyes, you can determine more easily the lightest
light and the darkest dark. Which is

parallel lines also

its

flat-

ations:

drawn

tours with the pencil, trace the

will

two

should actuits
own
shadow
onto the
ally cast
is
not
required
for a
box, but this
drawing.)
convincing
Repeat this exercise with vari-

7.)

After you've

are drawing

sided objects, each with

that

measurement. (More on that
Chapter

now you

2.

With parallel lines, indicate the

three values seen

illuminated from

when

above

the box

left.

is

is

a

consider other
as well. For example,
to

line of the table
behind the objects. These lines can
be used to add the element of distance or depth to your drawing, by
placing objects in a setting that is
immediately perceived. The table
leg — also a straight line — may
introduce even more information

about the setting.

^^\

~^\

•jsr-

3.

\

Using parallel lines, cross-hatching, and stippling, indicate the values seen

positions. Cast

shadows

are not required to

make

when

the box

and lid are placed in various

the drawing convincing.
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Drawing Spherical Shapes

Without

flat

rounded forms do not present the distortions of per-

sides to separate the patterns of values,

spherical shapes are a bit

more subtle

in

spective that are seen on flat-sided forms. Here

the distinctions

between values of black, white, and gray. However,
you may find spheres a bit simpler to execute because

practice drawing the

most basic

starting with the egg.

The Egg
Place a white egg on the object
stand. This is an ideal object to

study because it is free of any distractions caused by texture or

you to focus on

color, permitting

values alone.

the contour of

First indicate

the egg; then study the breakup of
values. Begin with the light source

from the top

The section

left.

of

the egg placed nearest the light

source

course, the high-

will be, of

and the values will gradually
turn darker on the surfaces farther
from the light source. Some light
will bounce off the table's surface
onto the underside of the egg, crelight,

ating a reflected light within the

shadow, which
In

is

lighter in value.

reproducing these values,

you may prefer to use a stipple
technique because you may find
an easier way to indicate the
changing tones more gradually.
No matter how you shift the

this

position of the egg, the values are

the same.
cal

In this

shape

respect, a spheri-

differs

from the

flat-

sided objects you've just practiced. To alter the values seen on
the egg, the light
shifted. Try this.

itself

must be

Shift the light

source from the upper left to the
top of the egg, and indicate the
change in values you see on the
egg-

Now indicate the cast shadow
below the egg. Whenever the
is

shifted, the cast

pear

in

shadow

different places

different

light

will

ap-

and have

shapes and values. Try

several of these exercises.
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left,

the egg throws a cast

we

will

spherical shapes,

shadow and reflected light.

JOHN SANDFORD
This artist

manages

to build

up tones and shapes with an

the subject, while providing tones at the

same

time,

intriguing

assortment of lines and dots. The

an approach that seems

to render the

line

work follows the surface of

forms even more fulsome and the overall

texture rich with tactile interest.
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Other Shapes

Cones and Cylinders
Because there is an element of perspective introduced here, cones
and cylinders are a bit more difficult to represent

than the egg. Se-

cup, for example — one
without decoration — and focus on
the shape itself. Choose a cookie
lect

tin,

a

coffee can, party hat, and any

other conical or cylindrical shapes
that

come to mind. Make

individual

drawings of each of these shapes,
altering the values

niques you
changes.

Now

and the tech-

use to express these

place the egg alongside

the cup and re-create the lights and

shade as you see them.

Practice drawing several cylindrical
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and conical shapes.

PAUL GIOVANOPOULOS
Geometric shapes are particularly

pronounced in architectural drawings,
yet this does not

mean

that their

execution need be mechanical. Notice
the freedom

shown

here

in

the drawing

of the cathedral.

lavrff*'-
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Simple

Still Life

Objects

For the exercises you've done so far, you've selected
geometric shapes free of color, decoration, or texture.
This permitted you to study the relationship of light and

shade to shape.
still

life

Now you're ready to apply this study to

objects, adding the distinctive features that

make them

recognizable.

Texture and Color
Select objects that offer a variety

Some

of shapes and textures.

ex-

amples: a straw basket, a soda
bottle, a corn husk, a rusty bucket,
weathered wood, pinecones and
needles, cactus plants, shinyleaved plants. Study the examples
drawn here. Parallel and stippled
indicate the texture of the

lines

basket. Broken lines suggest the

corn husk. Solid blacks suggest ex-

treme contrast — such as those
caused by reflections in the bottle,
for

example. Notice

how the direc-

shape
and texture in the weathered wood
and in the plant.

tion of the lines indicates

Left: Select

everyday objects that

offer a variety of textures,

each

in

and draw

the techniques that

seem

appropriate to the subject.

Opposite: ELLIOTT BANFIELD

Don't hesitate to examine every
possible subject,

no matter how

mundane. Here two clothespins—
certainly a simple

still-life

an excellent opportunity
interplay of shape

and tone on

geometric surfaces.
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6.

Techniques with the Brush

Although you

may

prefer to

work

exclusively with the pen, the brush offers

many

extending the
reach of ink drawings. The brush can
possibilities for

accomplish all the things a pen can do,
and even some functions the pen is
unable to perform. The brush

is

frequently

used along with the pen in a drawing,
each tool contributing to the total effect
of the drawing. Because it is flexible, the
brush can quickly change direction and
character, and it can be used on surfaces
that might be too fragile for the pen
point.
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Practice with the Brush

A medium-size

red sable brush

is

capable of producing

can glide over the surface of the paper and still deposit
a fresh, lively mark. A single stroke may change from a
straight, thin line to one that is thick and curved. But it
would be a mistake to assume that the brush is used
only for bold and rapid expression in drawing. A finely
pointed brush can also be employed for fine, detailed
drawings. Let's begin by using the brush fully charged

wide range of effects, but practice is required to get
the most from this simple tool. Because the brush is so
flexible, it can be more difficult to control than the rigid
pen point.
The brush is ideal for quick sketches that suggest
movement and spontaneity. The shape as well as the
thickness of the line can be swiftly altered: The brush
a

You

the thickness of the

draw some

on the brush
will have a direct influence on the
mark produced by the tool. Too

brush into the

ink. On a clean sheet
smooth paper draw several
kinds of lines: First draw a succes-

much

of

whereas more

try a series

with lines of var-

draw

a se-

modulated lines, starting
stroke and thickening it
as you extend the line.
ries

of

with a

1

light

With a high-quality sable

.

brush,

draw

pointed
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fine parallel lines with a

tip.
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of ink

ink will not create a fine line,

broader

ink

is

needed

for a

line.

The amount

sion of fine, straight parallel lines

ied thickness. Finally,

naturally discover

exert on the brush will also affect

will

amount

that the

Then

ink.

being, try to forget the work you
have been doing with the pen, and
just explore the shapes the brush
takes naturally. Try to vary your
handling of the instrument as you
draw: First work from the shoulder
in a free and relaxed sweep. Then
rest your elbow or the heel of your
hand on the drawing surface and

Line Practice

Take a good-quality sable brush
and bring the tip to a point with
your forefinger and thumb. Dip the

each about two inches (five centimeters) in length. As you draw, allow the lines to curve slightly,
without varying their thickness.

with

of pressure

line,

of course,

because the point of the brush
will

will

your hand on

turn blunt with greater

hand up halfway for some of these
lines, and for others, move your

probably begin by

grip nearer to the tip of the instru-

same way

ment. Notice what happens to the
marks as you draw.

will

handling the brush

in

the

you handle the pen. For the time

2.

with tight control.

the shank of the brush: Slide your

little

pressure.

You

lines

Shift the position of

pressure

remain sharp with
but

you

Vary the thickness of the

by increasing and
decreasing the pressure on the brush.

parallel lines

3.

Now modulate the lines,

starting with a light stroke, increasing,

then reducing the pressure.

1

.

Experiment with ways of

2.

Now practice several strokes
much

holding the brush. Maintain an easy,

with your grip located

relaxed grasp of the brush handle.

on the shank of the brush.

3.

Work from the shoulder to

obtain a free, easy, sweeping stroke

higher up

with the brush

in

hand.

Vary the Paper
Because the brush is so sensitive,
you can achieve a whole variety of
effects by simply changing the
type of paper you're using. Try
working on different surfaces to
see the way these papers can influence the lines you make. On a
rough-textured (cold-pressed) paper, the brush tends to skip over
the valleys, leaving small deposits

on raised surfaces. Now shift
smooth paper and you'll
see that the lines produced are
consistent, even, and precisevery different from the staccatotype lines made on the textured
of ink

to a very

i

imiw

i

mw

iw

•I

paper.
Notice the difference

the brush

in

strokes achieved by working on

smooth paper (above
rough paper (below

i

right)

I

.

K

MIH,

.

mmiup
i*»
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1

3

and on

right).
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Drybrush

A

loaded with ink tends to produce a
mark that is relatively consistent in density, especially
on a smooth paper, as we've seen. Using a dry brush,
you can produce lines with irregular edges and with interesting areas that seem flecked with spots.

brush that

is fully

Drybrush work

is

best accomplished with a slightly

3 or larger). Dip the brush in ink
and wipe away the excess, first against the neck of the
ink bottle and then on a scrap of paper. Many artists
save old telephone directories just for this purpose.
Drybrush is most effective on a drawing sheet that
is somewhat textured, although limited results can be
obtained on a smooth sheet. Alongside your drawing,
larger sable brush (No.

When it holds less ink and is drawn across
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keep a few scraps of the same kind of paper for testing
the dryness of the brush before you apply a stroke to
the drawing surface.
Make a series of marks in drybrush — parallel lines,
Crosshatch, curved lines — and consider the effects
you've achieved. Drag the brush across the surface
and create blocks of tones in different densities. Grade
these tones from light to dark. Stab the paper with the
brush to achieve different effects. The more ink and the
greater the pressure you use, the darker and more consistent the line will be. With less ink and less pressure,
the marks of the dry brush remain on the top surface of
the paper, without invading the valleys below.

the paper, the dry brush creates a variety of textures.

Split-Hair

The

results

Brush

you get with

a split-hair

brush are similar to

those achieved in drybrush. However, here you work
with a brush fully charged with ink. After dipping the
brush into the ink, press the brush on a piece of paper,
separating the hairs by splaying them flat. You might
use a match or toothpick to spread the bristles farther
apart, if they don't seem to fan out naturally. You can
also spread the hairs with your fingers. In this

way

the

brush can be encouraged to divide into groups of points
with varied thicknesses and spaces between them.

The

many points produced by spreading apart the bristles

Split-hair

brush techniques are useful for obtaining

passage in a drawing. Try arranging the
different ways. Cover large areas quickly, and

a textured
splits in

hold the brush differently to

become more

familiar with

its feel.

You might find you can achieve even better results
with old brushes because the worn and damaged hairs

may

naturally

produce interesting marks that could be
weathered wood, or

ideal for indicating tall grasses,

rough bark.

create a distinctive brush mark.
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Solid Blacks

the value studies you performed earlier

In

in

the book,

how

important the darkest tone becomes
in establishing the full range of values from black to
gray to white. The artist may prefer to create a full
drawing — or a large section of a drawing — out of the
darkest value, black. The brush is frequently used to indicate these large areas of dark tone. For this purpose,

you've seen

the ink

is

applied

loaded with ink and
tone of black.

like

laid

^B

^

f

-^"^^^^

M

a wash, with the brush fully
onto the paper to create a solid

Broken Blacks
It

will

take practice to learn

how to handle solid

black ar-

eas so that they don't obscure the content of the drawing. Even a slight suggestion of the white paper
emerging from beneath the solid black tone can help
clarify the subject being drawn. Some artists —

they happen to be preparing work for
away the surface of
the black ink with the edge of a razor blade, revealing
particularly

\

if

reproduction — choose to scratch

some

of the white paper

below to suggest

\

1

a detail. This

M

can add interest to an otherwise deadly passage of
i

solid black.

Above

right:

Produced with a

brush, the solid black areas in the

drawing actually define the shapes

in

the lighter areas. In the drawing on
the left, the darkest passages (also
brushed in) are broken or interrupted

by the white paper

to

the solid black areas.
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add interest

to

DAVID LEVINE
To create this bold interpretation of the

photographer Diane Arbus, the

artist

created a strong pattern of black and
whites by brushing in the silhouettes of
hair

and clothing.
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Combining Brush and Pen

It's

possible to create a brush drawing that looks pre-

had been accomplished with a pen. On the
other hand, now it might be fun to experiment with the
differences, rather than the similarities, between brush
and pen. Try some drawings in which you take full advantage of the merits of both — the flexibility and spontaneity offered by the brush, and the control and
delicacy offered by the pen. Use the brush for solid areas and the pen for lighter values.
cisely as
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Below.The solid areas have been brushed in, while the
figures

and flying carpet have been drawn with a technical pen.
line and tone is more pronounced because

The delicacy of the

of its juxtaposition to the solid black.

SEYMOUR CHWAST
Brush and pen

line

produce a strong, designed pattern of black

and whites. The drawing

is

made almost abstract with

these

patterns.

TECHNIQUES WITH THE BRUSH
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7.

Proportions and Perspective

you practiced drawing the basic
shapes recommended in Chapter 5, you
If

comfortable representing geometric forms and simple still life

should feel

fairly

subjects. Establishing the proportions of

what you see— the

individual objects

their proportions in relation to

and

one

another— is an extension of that practice.
Now we will focus on accurately
reproducing the relative size and shape
of your subject, and adjusting that shape
according to the perspective from which
it

is

viewed.

PROPORTIONS AND PERSPECTIVE
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Measuring

establish the proportions of an object, begin by
measuring. This is not to say, of course, that you'll
measure with a ruler to obtain precise mathematical dimensions. The artist employs a more approximate
method of measuring in order to determine the relative
height, width, slope, and proportions of each object,

To

rather than the exact size.

Everyone is familiar with the image of the artist
standing alongside the easel, with arm outstretched in

Measuring Width

To establish the proportions of
height to width, you now line up
the end of the pencil with the one
side of the lamp and slide your
thumb to the point where it is
aligned with the other side of the
It's important that you are
standing or sitting at the same

object.

where you were when you
measured the height of the object,
and it's equally important that you
place

keep the pencil exactly the same
distance from the eye. Notice that
here the

thumb

indicates that the

width of the lamp

is

roughly one

quarter the length of the pencil.

Measuring Height
First let's establish the height of a
lamp. Grasping the pencil as described above and holding out your

arm, line up the top of the pencil
with the top of the lamp. Keep your

arm straight. Now slide your
thumb down the pencil until it is
aligned with the bottom of the
lamp. Here the height of the lamp

measures approximately

half of

the pencil's length. Use this as a
unit of

measure

for

comparing

it

to

the other portions of the lamp by
eye, or by laying the actual pencil

down on

the paper.

end of the pencil with
and your thumb with the

Line up the

the top,

bottom of the section being measured.
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the direction of the scene ahead and

Now

thumb pointed

do something similar. Pick up a
pencil and, holding it with the unsharpened end pointing up, stretch your arm out at full length toward the
object, the pencil at right angles to your arm. Close one
eye and line up the top of the pencil with the object before you. By sliding your thumb up and down the shank
of the pencil, you can "mark off" the subject from one
straight up.

point to another.

we'll

Measuring Internal Dimensions
To establish the size of the lampshade in proportion to the overall
size of the lamp, hold the pencil at

arm's length, line up the top of the
pencil with the top of the shade,
and slide your thumb to the base of
the shade. Here the shade represents one quarter of the pencil's

The height of the shade
measures approximately the same
length.

as the width of the lamp.
Establishing Slope

The thumb measurement method
can be applied to angles as well as
sizes.

Suppose you wanted to eslampshade

tablish the angle of the

here, for example.

Still

holding the

pencil at arm's length, line

up

it

with the slope of the shade. With
the pencil held at the same angle as

you return to your drawing sur
face, simply repeat this slope by

drawing

a line at this angle.

Guidelines

Block off the proportions of the object on your paper with faint pencil

marks, use them as guidelines for
the ink drawing, then erase.
Relative Proportions

Now

use the same method to es-

tablish the relative proportions of

one object to another.
Place the lamp alongside

Draw

box.

in

a flat

the guidelines for the

lamp, and then measure off the

rel-

dimensions of the box. As
you can see, the height of the box
is only about fifteen percent of that
of the lamp, although its width is
about the same.
ative

Follow the

same procedure

for

internal dimensions. Guidelines help

establish proportions of objects.
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Perspective

Most artists working on a flat, two-dimensional surface
tend to wrestle with the same challenge: how to create
the illusion of depth, a sense that the images are situ-

near or far from the other object? Representing objects
in spatial relationship to one another requires some
knowledge of perspective. Although this can be a com-

ated in space. After all, if a drawing is nothing more
than marks on a flat surface, what actually tells the eye
that one object is behind another, or even whether it is

plex subject — entire books are devoted to it— a
principles of perspective will help provide the tools

few
you

need to represent most subjects convincingly.

Linear Perspective

The most basic
spective

is

rule of linear per-

that parallel lines ap-

pear to converge as they recede

Telephone poles
along the side of a straight road, for
example, seem to diminish in size
into the distance.

as they recede into the distance at
the horizon, although we know

them

all

to be the

same

size.

Eye Level and Horizon Line
Parallel lines

appear to converge.

As

the telephone poles recede into

pear on the

seem to disaphorizon. Where this ho-

rizon line

appears depends, of

the distance, they

Low horizon line.

course, on where you are standing

Poles of same size

seem

smaller.

in relation to the objects ahead. As
your eye level is raised or lowered,
you tend to see more or less of the
horizontal planes that lie between
you and the horizon. Notice that
from below eye level, the horizon
line appears high on the drawing;
and from above eye level, the horizon line appears much lower on the
drawing.

High horizon

line.

Overlapping Shapes
The telephone poles actually seem
to diminish

in

size as they recede

into the distance.

Even without

tering the size of the objects,

al-

how-

you can indicate depth by
overlapping
shapes — covering
part of one object with another — to
suggest distance between the objects. Although the sizes of the apever,

ples are

example,
Overlapping shapes create distance.
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are

in

much

the

same

here, for

which apples
front and which are behind.
it's

clear

Opposite:

DAVID MACAULAY

Seen from a bird's-eye view, the
shadows cast by the figures are more
descriptive of the activity than are the
figures themselves.
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Aerial Perspective

When you work

indoors, under

constant lighting conditions, the
objects before you tend to be even
and clear to the eye. As soon as
you go outdoors — where the light
qualities are very different

— and

look off into the far distance, cer-

visual changes occur. As
we've already seen, objects seem

tain

to diminish in size as they recede
into the distance. Something else
happens outdoors as well: The far-

away

ther

objects are

in

/v-

the dis-

tance, the paler and less focused

seem

they

effect

is

to the eye. This visual

called aerial perspective.

Aerial perspective influences

amount of detail seen in the
landscape. The closer objects are,
the more detailed they appear to
the

•

'

the eye; the farther away, the less
detailed these objects seem.

The landscape painter adjusts
the colors of the palette to soften

The pen-and-ink
achieves the same effect by
adjusting values. Before indicating
specific objects, therefore, take a
moment to analyze the values first.

distant objects.
artist

The

qualities of natural light will

cause the values

in

the foreground

to be darker; the values in the dis-

tance to be lighter. On a bright,
sunny day, these extremes are especially pronounced; on a cloudy
day, the distinctions

in

values are

more subtle and require even
greater care

in

rendering.

dicating values,

When

in-

remember that the

sky also has a value.

Opposite: BERNI
In creating the effect

WRIGHTSON
of aerial

perspective here, the artist reserved his
lightest values for the middle distance.

In aerial perspective, distant

objects

seem paler and less sharp than those in

the foreground.
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Selecting a Viewpoint

Perhaps

it

portions

in

seems obvious by now

that establishing pro-

your drawing does not require mathematical
Proportions change

calculation.

in

perspective, and

perspective changes according to your visual relation-

ship to the subject. Looking at the subject from a
seated or standing position, from close up or from a dis-

tance, from the

left

or the right

proportions of the subject as

it

— all

these affect the

actually appears.

The Close-up Viewpoint
Select four simple

still life

objects,

same size and one
larger. Place them on an object
stand or tabletop in such a way

three of the

that the three similar objects are

in

two

of

front of the larger one. Place

the smaller objects together, one
slightly in front of the other,

place the third one by

we've taken
lapping
third

fruit

and

itself.

and
Here

a vase, over-

two apples and

placing the

one to the right.
Using the thumb measure-

ment method described

earlier, es-

the proportions of the
objects as you see them when
seated at a distance of eight feet
(about two and a half meters).
Here the vase is two-thirds larger
than the apples, and about twice
as wide. The apples, being round,
are about as wide as they are high.
tablish

Complete the drawing

in ink.

Now move

your chair closer,
so that you are sitting about three
feet (one meter) from the same still
life. On a sheet of paper the same
size you've just used, block out the
still life as you
see it. Compare the dimensions of the vase to the apples and
see if the relative proportions are

proportions of the

now

still
still

the same.
the

same

If

as

it

your eye

was

level

earlier

is

— not

higher or lower — you'll find that
the proportions of the objects relative to one another have not

changed, but the size of the obdrawing has changed substantially. You
may not even be able to squeeze all
the objects into one composition
without enlarging the drawing.
jects relative to that of your
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Notice

how the closer viewpoint alters

to the margin.

the properties of the objects in relation

The Distant Viewpoint
shift your chair again,

Now

this

time across the room so that you
are sitting at least ten feet (three

meters) from the object stand.
Again, establish the proportions of

thumb measurement system and draw these
on the same size sheet of paper.
While the proportions of the objects themselves have remained
unchanged (as long as your eye
level has remained the same), the
the objects with the

objects are

much

to the size of the

smaller

page

Consider, for a

in

relation

itself.

Distant viewpoint.

moment, the

expressive effects of each viewpoint. From close up, the still life

seems more dramatic, almost unexpected; the distant view tends
to

make

portant

the

in

still life

seem

less im-

relation to its entire envi-

ronment.
Bird's- Eye

View

Now stand directly over the still life
and draw from what is called the
bird's-eye view. If you check the
proportions, you'll find things have
changed: The width of the vase is
now even larger than its height,
and the objects now overlap in different ways. Notice that the
shapes seem distorted: What is
closer to the eye is always larger,
and this unexpected viewpoint alters these familiar subjects.

Bird's-eye viewpoint.

Worm's-Eye View

Now

on the floor and look up at
from what is called the
worm's-eye view. Notice how dramatically the perspective and proportions change again. The apples
appear to be more elliptical than
round, and the vase seems to be
far larger than the apples, looming
the

sit

still life

high into the picture plane.

Worm's-eye viewpoint.
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8.

Composing the Drawing

As

long as

table,

you draw one object on a

you are confined

primarily to the

matter of rendering the object convincingly. As soon as you add another object,
you are introducing the element of
arrangement, or composition. Should the
second object be placed alongside the
first? Or should it be placed behind it? In
front of it? Should the first object have
greater, less, or equal importance relative

second? Each time you shift these
elements, you alter the composition. And

to the

more objects tends to make
these decisions even more important!
introducing

designed to help sharpen
your judgment in selecting subjects and

This chapter

arranging

is

them

in

ways that work

effectively for your drawing.
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Unity and Balance

would be misleading to imagine that an

It

the composition are so related that they serve a unified
purpose in the drawing — with all parts subordinate to

artist oper-

ates according to a set of formulas every time he or she
begins to draw. Creative work, at its best, is highly indi-

the whole — while balance

means

that the parts are so

vidual. Nevertheless, there are certain principles that

well arranged that each part receives the proper

do govern the choices made in a drawing, and these
have a direct bearing on the selection and arrangement

amount of attention. These principles are similar because there can be no unity without balance, and no
balance without unity. Here we will explore the elements that create balance and unity, and contribute toward the ultimate effectiveness of any drawing.

subjects.
Unity and balance are

of

its

two

basic principles that

govern these choices: Unity suggests that the items

in

Selecting the Subject

Selecting Details

Let's continue our practice with

Now

small

still life

objects, since they

al-

You might

begin to hone

even further
on the objects you've selected:
in

try making a "winwith your two hands, peering through the opening as if
through the lens of a camera. This
viewfinder approach helps you fo-

dow"

may be worn or broken; or they
may have interesting textures,

exactly which details
subject interesting to
you. After all, it would be impossible to include all the details in
your drawing, and even if you did,
too many details would only confuse the drawing. On the other
hand, there is a danger of selecting
too little detail. Take your time to
evaluate the shapes, textures, values, and expressive qualities of the
subject before you to determine

and distracting details.
You can also create a viewfinder with a sheet of heavy paper
or cardboard. Cut two L-shaped
pieces and place them in opposition to one another so that a window is created. As you shift the
pieces, you produce openings of

shapes, or designs.

which are most descriptive.

varying proportions.

low the most

flexibility in

applying

the principles described below.
a

good

rule of

thumb

It's

to start by se-

lecting items that interest you,

things that catch your eye, that
trigger your imagination. Just fol-

The best subthe artist are not
necessarily the most beautiful, but
low your

jects

intuition.

for

ones that have character. They

It's

a

Identify

make the

blocking out

seem

to

fit

ing

to-

gether logically. Are the objects associated by use, for example?

('

(Carpenter's tools, children's toys,

))

m\

.<S»'-Li=*"~-^>3

cooking utensils, for instance.) Are

shape — or
shapes
make the subjects appealing? Are
objects similar in scale, or do you
prefer to have contrasting sizes?
Bear in mind that although the ob-

the objects related

does the contrast

in

in

their

jects should be associated

in

//

-^^{I'T

—

c#*^

-?

some

way, they should not be monotonously alike. In other words, look
for harmony, not repetition, and
look for variety, but not too much.
Deciding on your subject is

Now

first

step

take a few

in

I

PEN

-i

-

to ana-

why these items interest you.
Study them from several angles.
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hand by
surround-

good idea to select three

or four objects that

only the

at

many of the

cus on the subject

AND

INK
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After selecting the subjects,

study them

in different

arrangements.

Make a

^

*

1

viewfinder with your

hands or with two L-shaped papers.

For the time being, we'll set aside

why you

the subjective aspect of

selected certain items

some

apply

in

composition to
drawing.

their realization in a

Shape and Unity
Remember, unity means
parts

in

order to

objective principles of

that

all

the drawing are subordi-

nate to the whole. When translated into visual terms, unity can

be represented

in a

wide variety of

forms.

A drawing

is

not simply a se-

group of objects. A
drawing is a collection of shapes
that are designed to create the illusions of form, space, and volume.
ries of lines or a

It's

your job to represent these ob-

shapes that are interestand that combine to form a
unified, or integrated, whole.
A shape is made interesting

jects with
ing

when the

lines describing

it

are var-

and expressive. This applies to
individual
shapes — the items
you've placed in your still life — and
it also applies to the shape of the
grouping itself. In other words, it's
not the shape of the object alone
ied

that creates unity

in

the drawing,

but the shapes of the objects as

they are

in

relation to

one another.

Place the objects on a tabletop

and consider various arrangements. Study the shapes created
by the group as a whole. Depending on how they are placed in relation to one another, the objects
can assume various configurations. Try placing them in a triangular grouping, then a square, and
finally a circular grouping. Sketch
each of these arrangements, using
the viewfinder if you find it helpful
to see the overall composition
more clearly.

Circular

arrangement of objects.
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Unity and Shapes

Unity Through Repetition of Shape
You can create a sense of unity by
selecting and arranging objects
that are alike. Draw a still life com-

Unity Through Contrast in Shape
unified composition can also be
or three

Unity Through Contrast in Size
While the dish and the lunch pail
occupy approximately the same
area, you can also achieve unity by

all

objects that are dissimilar: a saucer

selecting objects of different sizes.

curved in shape: a plate and fruit,
perhaps, or a ball, a paddle, and a
soda can. Now try a still life composed of all straight-edged objects: a book, a gift box, and a
matchbox, as shown below.

alongside a lunch box, perhaps.

position of objects that are

A

created by objects that are different

The

in

shape. Select

flat,

two

straight-edged shape pro-

vides a balance for the curved
shape of the saucer. Try another

combination of forms, such as a
book and a bottle.

Create a composition with objects
may be associated by use, but

that

are quite different

in

scale: a read-

lamp and a pencil, for example,
or a brush and a gallon paint
ing

bucket.

1

Repeating curved and

90

flat

shapes.
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Contrasting curved and

flat

shapes.

Contrasting large and small objects.

CHARLES SANTORE
With marked contrasts — large and small

and massive volumes,
and light and dark values - the artist
shapes, delicate

achieves unity The symmetrical

composition exaggerates these
contrasts
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Unity and Values

Balancing Lights and Darks
We've considered the importance
of

shape

ance.

in

creating unity and bal-

In this

context,

we were

re-

garding shape as a linear contribution to unity and balance. But
let's not overlook another critical
contribution: tones. It's fair to say
that tones have shapes, too, for

course, adjust these patterns by

ganize the values. First consider

shifting the position of the objects,

placing the lightest values

or by shifting the light, as
in

Chapter

5. In fact,

we saw

you also have

ues at the center and the lighter
values around the edges. Then
consider other combinations of

nation.

As long as the

illusion is

convincing to the eye, you are free

for

to

your drawing.

tion in a drawing.

place your objects

you will
consider the overall shape of the
objects as they are grouped, and

you'll also
light

therefore,

consider the patterns of

and dark you see. You can, of

re-

and darks according to your imagi-

to unify or to disrupt any composi-

table,

edges of the drawing. Then
verse

make whatever adjustments
you wish in the interest of producing a more pleasing composition

When you

the

"artistic license" to alter the lights

they certainly create patterns of
light and dark that have the power

on the

in

center and the darkest around the

light

this, placing

the darkest val-

and dark.

Begin by making a quick contour drawing of the shapes. Then
indicate where you will place the
darkest tones first, then the light-

Organizing the Values

est values, and finally, the middle

The value scales you created in
Chapter 4 gave you the practice

tones.

necessary to perform these exercises. Set up a still life of several
objects and think how you will or-

the distribution of values should be

It's

important to note here that

balanced, regardless of which

ar-

rangement you choose.

If

you squint your eyes, you can

see that the dark values are arranged

around the upper perimeter of the
drawing.

Although the arrangement
remains the same, the darker values
are
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now arranged in

the center.

Negative and Positive Shapes
the drawing,

When you compose

you are arranging objects within
the framework of a four-sided
sheet of paper. The objects you indicate on the paper occupy space,
which we call positive space,
within that framework. But even

the space around and

objects

— which

is

between the

called negative

space— plays an important part in
the composition. After all, the
overall design, or composition, of

the drawing

is

represented by the

entire surface of the drawing.
It's interesting to note that
negative space — when isolated
from positive space — can describe
the shape of a familiar object or
symbol. Notice here, for example,
how the letter R is recognizable, no
matter how it is depicted.
Seeing negative space, and
separating it from the positive
space, may not be easy at first. It
helps to squint your eyes and focus
only on the spaces in between or

The

letter is

still

recognizable regardless of the relationship of negative to

positive space.

within the objects. Try this exer-

Arrange two objects before
and
you,
draw only the spaces be
tween the objects. Don't fuss
about accuracy here, but concentrate exclusively on what is happening between and around the
objects, and create shapes out of
these spaces. Now look at the
drawing, and alter the negative
shapes so that they are more interesting, without thinking about the
cise:

objects at

Define the object

by drawing the
negative space

around it.

all.

By doing

this

exercise, you

may discover that you can improve
the drawing by altering the details

and outlines of the negative
shapes. Notice how the closer
view defines the negative shapes
and makes them more arresting.
Separating negative from positive
will enhance the composition.

By moving in
close, you alter the
shape of the

negative space to

improve
composition.
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Movement

Underlying every drawing is a structure that reinforces
the expressive possibilities of the picture, a structure
that creates an overall direction for the composition, a

movement. Without movement, the drawing is static,
uninteresting. If you attend to the principles of compo-

presented earlier, you will achieve a sense of
in your drawing. The proper arrangement of
objects and values creates a sense of activity in the
drawing, preventing the eye from fixing lazily on one
sition

movement

spot.

Horizontal Movement

Notice

how

the

two drawings on

the right reinforce the sense of horizontal

ment

movement through
of

place-

shapes and the

tribution of values.

A

dis-

horizontal

composition tends to give the
ing of stability and calm.

feel-

Vertical Movement

Using the same subject, you can
alter the movement by shifting the
objects and redistributing the values to a vertical format. Notice

how

the stack

seems

less stable.
:uu~u*4~.

itoxmM

Render the same subject with
horizontal and vertical treatments.

Notice

how the still life and landscape

subjects here are altered in feeling

when

interpreted within a horizontal

or vertical framework.
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Diagonal Movement
A landscape drawn with

the

shapes moving diagonally across
the picture plane tends to create a
sense of sweeping action that can
be very expressive.
Curvilinear

Movement

The most agitated

feeling

is

cre-

ated with curvilinear movement.

Now

the landscape

is

active and

turbulent, rather than serene.

\i^
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The landscape drawn above, with
a clear diagonal

movement, expresses

strength and animation, while the
curvilinear

movement below conveys

a sense of agitation

and unrest.
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Center of Interest

Underlying
intention.

all

the principles of composition is your own
all, your drawing is an expression of

Above

an idea, a point of view, and how you compose the
drawing reinforces that point of view. As we have
seen, one of the ways you reinforce a point of view is
by the selection and arrangement of objects. You also
convey your concept by the way in which you attract
the eye to one portion of the picture, directing it away

from another portion. You achieve

what

is

number

vast

every

each

detail.

In

pen and

all,

detail accurately

if

recording

were so im-

Emphasis with Contrast
Although you may be working only
with black ink on white paper, the
variety of compositional effects
you can achieve by using black and
white may be far greater than you
imagined. Consider, for example, a
white spot on a black background,

A

freehand contour drawing of

uniform

line

width tends to give equal

importance to

all

elements.

a much better job! But with
drawing, you can select whatever
is of greatest significance.

With contour drawing, you
must rely on the line to convey emphasis. Since only outlines are indiis

tance. But

if

not a detail that

you prefer to draw

— as in the first
shown here — you're more

with a uniform
still life

likely to rely

line

as well as the reverse — a black

spot on a white background. The
eye naturally moves toward the
white on black more rapidly than
toward the reverse. Moreover, the
white spot somehow seems
whiter, brighter, when it is seen
against a black background.
You've already seen how important it is to balance lights and
darks to achieve a harmonious
composition. Now you can apply

some

of these devices as

means

of

leading the eye toward the section

The eye

shifts to the right here as

greater detail is given to the texture of
the sliced orange on that side.

upon the arrangement

of the drawing

portant.

you

feel

is

most im-

Recalling these elemen-

tary principles of light and dark

may

be helpful to you

when you

plan your drawing. Simply by jux-

taposing the black and white

of objects to attract the eye, plac-

ing the

establish a cen-

by emphasizing certain details while
subduing others, and by using contrasts of light and
dark. Let's consider the first of these two methods.

portant to you, a photograph could

can be manipulated for emphasis.
You can, of course, vary the width
of the lines as a device for attracting the eye toward areas of impor-

created by using sim-

You can

ter of interest

do

cated, texture

ink, a focal point is

ple but very effective devices:

of colors, textures,

After

by creating
in your

drawing.

Emphasis with Detail
Your subject — regardless of what
it happens to be — is composed of a
and shapes. These are details that
can be overwhelming when you
begin to plan your drawing. It
would be not only impossible but
also undesirable to depict each and

this

called a center of interest, a focal point

more important objects

in

various combinations, you direct

within the dominant areas of the

the eye to the areas you

composition and the less important objects within subordinate
sections, as we've discussed ear-

emphasize.
Notice the landscape draw-

As soon as you
decide to indicate texture, however, you are using details to make

sky becomes the focal point; in the
second, the structure on the left; in
the third, the landscape to the
right. Nothing has changed in any
of these drawings except the way
in which the dark areas have been
placed against the light ones.

lier in

your point. Notice here that the
emphasis shifts to the right or to
the left, depending on where detail
is

indicated.
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Now the eye shifts to the left as
greater detail is given to the texture of
the whole orange on that side.
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In

the

first,

want

to

the turbulent

J*
s

$

;

Greater contrasts of light and dark

>

in

the sky direct the eye to that portion of the drawing.

.

J)
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Here the darkened area and contrasts of light and dark direct the eye to the structure at the

-^
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.

left.
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landscape area to the right becomes the focal point,

its

values darkened to attract the eye.
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9. Still Life

Drawing

you've been diligent about practicing
the exercises suggested throughout this
book — developing skills in creating lines
and tones, in composing and rendering —
you're now ready to take on even greater
challenges in drawing. Applying these
technical skills, you're now ready to
create truly expressive drawings, ones
that represent your own personal point
of view. Here we will present the stages
of drawing, step by step, taking you
from the first sketch to the final ink
drawing, in order to demonstrate the
creative process as it applies to any
If

subject.

Now the fun

really begins!

^S
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Selection

Selecting the Subject
In the previous chapter, we spent
some time on the matter of select-

The importance of
cannot be over-

ing the subject.

this first step

because the subject is acthrough which
you express your own ideas. This
is not to say that you always start
out with an idea and then search
stated,

tually the vehicle

out the subjects to describe the
idea.

You may

over the subject
it

actually stumble
first,

attracted to

for purely esthetic reasons, per-

When drawing outdoors,
example, you may encounter
haps.

ideal subject simply because
picturesque. In landscape, the

ments are

all

for

an

it

is

ele-

there before you:
7

and sky are automatassociated with the outdoor

Rocks, trees,
ically

.

Taken as a group, these four still life objects tend

to

suggest an industrious,

conscientious individual dedicated to work, study, health, and fitness.

setting.

With

a

still life

drawing, how-

ever, the elements are selected by

you, and their only relationship

is

them
No one item automati-

the one you bring by placing
together.

belongs with another. In fact,
a still life may be made more interesting if unexpected elements are
assembled into an arrangement.
cally

The Narrative Factor
— even if they are
not ones you see every day — carry
Familiar objects

with them certain associations.
individually, for example, a
can of paint, a portable radio, and a

Taken

worn sneaker can each conjure up
associations that are readily identifiable.

Place these objects to-

gether, however, and a

associations

Now

may be

you are describing

tion, telling a story.
tor,

new

set of

introduced.

To the

a

situa-

illustra-

the objects selected for a

still

drawing are designed to express the idea contained in the
life
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2.

When

association.

same grouping takes on another
element now suggests that the individual is a victim or

the jar is replaced by a revolver, the

A

sinister

perpetrator of a crime.

story

— or message,

if

an adver-

it's

tisement.

See what happens when you
select four familiar objects and

then substitute one object for an-

drawing reprocan of paint, a jar,

other. In the first

duced here,

a

a sneaker, and a book — when
grouped together — describe activities that are worthwhile. Health
and fitness, study, and work suggest an individual who is industri-

,

;

/

ous, disciplined.

1
'

the second drawing, the

In

jar

has been replaced by a revolver,
and a new element has been introduced: danger. By association
with the weapon, the other objects

now assume

a sinister aspect.

the third drawing, the can of

In

been replaced by the

paint has

portable radio, and the

jar,

book,

3.

The portable radio

now replaces

the can of paint,

and all four objects

suggest relaxation. The book represents leisure-time reading, and the jar might
contain sun cream or jam.

and sneaker all become objects
connected with leisure.
Finally, a carnation is substi
tuted for the sneaker, and the
grouping suggests romance.

The book appears in all four
in each it serves a

sketches, yet

different function. In the

first,

the

book represents study; in the second, it suggests a secret activity (a
criminal activity, perhaps);
third,

the

it

last, a

it

is

obviously the

object —

assumes

acter

each drawing as

in

first,

mins;
jam;

in

the

in

in

book of poetry.

Notice also that the
although

the

in

might be a popular novel;

the

jar

jar

—

same

a different char-

may

well: in

contain vita-

the third, sun cream or

the fourth,

it

could be a

jar

of paint.

When selecting objects,
choose ones that other people will
recognize, and be certain to render
them convincingly so that there is
no confusion about their identity.

sneaker suggests less activity and more
The flower now transforms the individual into a romantic, perhaps an

4. Substituting a carnation for the

nostalgia.
artist or

a poet.
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Composition

Composing the Still Life
Once you have selected the objects for the

life

still

— placing

to-

gether items that are related in
some way to reinforce your viewpoint— it's time to think about their
arrangement.
In composing the objects, it
may help you to draw off the four

margin

lines first, a

method

of es-

tablishing the proportions of the

drawing

itself. In this

gin lines function

respect, mar-

somewhat

like

the viewfinder because they con-

bounda-

fine the subject within the
ries of a

frame, making

it

easier to

visualize the subject apart

from

any distracting elements.
1

Four Arrangements
If you practiced the exercises in
Chapter 8, you should have a
pretty good idea of where to begin.
The pencil sketches reproduced
here offer four approaches to the

very

.

Arranging objects according to geometric plans will reveal the variations
even with a simple still life composition. Here a diagonal composition

possible,

works

effectively.

same subject.
The first arrangement — in

which the objects are placed diagonally across the picture plane —

is

effective. Notice that the shoelace

and the left brush handle reinforce
the diagonal direction of the composition.

ways

Remember, you

are

al-

free to manipulate these de-

advance a compositional
viewpoint. While the artist seeks
tails to

such devices to emphasize the
composition, however, the choices
should not be predictable. For example, it would be monotonous if
all three paintbrushes were to echo
the diagonal direction in the same

way

the shoelaces are composed.

would be tiresome if the
metal handle on the paint can were
placed in the same direction. In
fact, the handle has been placed in
It

also

a direction that

is

virtually in

oppo-

sition to the diagonal direction of
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2. This triangular composition emphasizes the size of the paint can. The brush
handles have been placed almost in opposition to the direction of the triangle for

greater visual interest.

the composition!
In the second arrangement,
the triangular grouping places the

objects along the base of the pic-

and — at the same
emphasize the

plane,

ture

time — tends to

greater size of the paint can. Notice again that the

shoelace

forces this composition, as

reinit

lies

across the book in a horizontal direction. The paintbrushes, however, are arranged

in

almost

a

reverse triangle, the handles
spread their widest at the top to
form the base of a triangle, with an
apex forming at the lower section
of the handles.
In the third arrangement, a
square grouping is indicated. Here

the objects are loosely associated,
in alliance with the shoe
and facing the other two objects.

the can

this configuration,

In

sumes
In

jar

as-

greater importance.
the fourth arrangement, a
circular

tight,

the

3. A square grouping ties together the shoe and paint can, which face the
book and jar. Notice that the jar becomes more prominent here.

grouping has been

created. Notice here that the shoelaces are placed at random.

The

can seems dimincircular arrangement,

size of the paint

ished

in

this

and the cluster of objects is focused at the center. Notice also
that the brush handles are placed
in

a direction that runs diagonal to

the picture plane, avoiding the ob-

vious once again.

Any one of these arrangements may be acceptable. Study
the shapes created by the negative
spaces — the spaces around and in
between the objects — to see if you
prefer one pattern over another.
Does one composition create better

movement than another?

Fi-

nally,

judge the ideas expressed

each:

Does one object have greater

in

importance than another, and is
factor in deciding which
composition to select?

this a

4.

A

circular

composition unifies the four objects. Notice that the shoelaces

reinforce the composition, while the paintbrush handles have been placed in a

diagonal direction to avoid monotony.
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Illumination

Lighting the

Still Life

Chapter 5, when you were
drawing basic shapes in tone, you
saw what happened to an object
In

placed under different lighting con-

The values and their placement changed, depending on the
ditions.

direction and quality of light.
still life

With

subjects, correct lighting

is

important because it
plays such an important role in the
composition. The pattern of light
and shadow, the textures revealed
or concealed on the objects, and
the relative importance of individparticularly

ual items are

—

reinforced

all

factors that are

not controlled alto-

if

gether—by lighting.
With most still

subjects,

life

1.

easy to manipulate. Generally, light coming from a
single source is preferable to two
or more sources. The more sources
there are, the more complicated
the light and shade. A single
source produces shadows that are
plainly defined, whereas light from
more than one source often produces several blurred, confusing
shadows from each object.
Although natural light has
lighting

fairly

is

This

still life is lit

have been adjusted
blank voids

in

from behind and

The shapes of the shadows
They assume a pattern to break up

to the right.

for greater visual interest:

the composition.

most likely you'll find
work with artificial light,

great appeal,
it

easier to

especially at

first.

two reasons:

first,

This

is

true for

because the artificial light is constant, and will
not change with the hour or
weather conditions; second, because you can seat yourself comfortably

in

front of the

still

life

objects and adjust the light to suit
yourself.

must

With natural

shift the objects

light, you
themselves

and adjust your seating

in

relation

to the setup you've established.

For the purposes of this

composition, we've used

still

life

artificial

light.
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Notice that the

of the book.
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still life

has been

shadow cast by

lit

from the

right,

but

this

time from the front.

the paint can has been eliminated from the surface

Composing with Light
Continuing with our four

still

life

we've selected a modified
version of the circular arrangement
and drawn the objects under a sinobjects,

gle light source placed in four dif-

ferent positions.
In

the

first

sketch, the light has

been placed to the
the

life

still

the light

right

setup;

in

and behind

the second,

coming from the

is

but slightly

in

front of the

right,

still life;

the third, the light has been
left and behind; and

in

placed to the
in

the fourth, the light has been

left and in front.
Obviously, the patterns of
light and shade are dramatically altered by the placement of the light.
What may not be so obvious, however, is how these patterns have
been modified to suit the composi-

placed to the

tion. After

duce

a

the goal

is

to pro-

convincing drawing

— not to

all,

3.

Here the

still life is lit

from the

left

and from behind. Notice

that the paint

can throws no shadow onto the sneaker. The shadow cast by the book has been
elongated to break up the space more effectively.

reproduce nature exactly.
If the first drawing were a photograph rather than a drawing, for
example, the shadow of the paint
can would be cast onto the face of
the book and onto the right side of
the jar. But these additional
shadows would have confused the
drawing unnecessarily. What is
there happens to be accurately
rendered, but not everything is
there.

Naturally,

if

you choose to

omit certain shadows, you are also
free to alter the shapes of the

shadows
Notice,

in

to suit the composition.

the third drawing, that

the length of the

shadow

cast from

book is greater than the
shadow cast by the sneaker. If the
shadow had been rendered accurately, the negative space between the book and sneaker would
the

have been less interesting.

4.

Now the still life is

lit

from the

left

and from the

front.

Notice the elongated

shadow cast by the paint can and the shortened shadow cast by the book.
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Still Life

Drawing Step by Step

Rendering the Composition

The still life has now taken shape.
You've selected the objects and
decided upon their arrangement;
you've established the lighting;
and now you're ready to render the
composition.
Start with a

light pencil drawHere the pencil was used to indicate proportions and placement.
At this point, you might prefer to

ing.

plan out the values

in

pencil

more

precisely as well. But be certain to
indicate these very lightly so that

the lines can be erased after inking.

Next, using the methods you
in Chapter 3, create a
contour drawing of the subject in
pen and ink. A Rapidograph was
nib for the conused here (a No.
tour drawing; a No. 00 later, for

practiced

1

.

A pencil drawing indicates

the general placement

and the proportions of

the four still life objects in relation to one another.

the tones).

The

outline should describe

the general shapes, with
fort at detail.

As you

little

ef-

indicate the

shapes of the individual objects,
also pay attention to the points at
which adjacent shapes seem to intersect one another. Here, for example,
notice
how the jar
interrupts the outline of the book
on which it is resting. Notice also
how the shape of the paint can is
altered by the sneaker placed in
front of

it.

Now

indicate the extreme val-

ues, the lightest lights and the
darkest darks. Here a sable brush

dipped

in

India ink

has been used

for the solid black areas.

per, of course,

The

stands for the

pa-

light-

value,
and solid black
represents the darkest value. Be
sure to leave sufficient space to alest

low for the transitional values to be
placed later between the solid
black and white areas.
Indicate the

shadow shapes

as well. Notice that these have not
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2.

The contour drawing describes general shapes

only. Notice

how full

objects are disrupted by the adjacent shapes that intersect their outlines.

been rendered according to the
If this were a
photograph, the shadow of the
paint can would be cast onto the
sneaker. Since the sneaker is already a complex shape, the
shadow cast from the paint can
would only have confused the
drawing. The shoelaces form interesting shapes, which would have
been disturbed by shadows.
principles of science:

Also notice that the shadow
cast by the bottle has been deliberately

made

smaller.

the

If

shadow

had been rendered accurately, it
would have been equal to the bottle's height, but it has been drawn
the

same

size as the

by the book below

shadow would have

shadow
it.

A

cast

longer
3.

fallen

over the

spine of the book and created an

With a sable brush dipped in India

certain to leave sufficient

room

ink, the

darkest values are indicated. Be

for the transitional

tones that

will

be added.

unnecessarily confusing shape.

To add

interest in an other-

wise blank area,

a solid black in the

background sets

off the silhouette

of the paintbrushes

Finally,

and can.

indicate the transi-

tional values

— the

that define the

middle tones
shapes and tex-

tures of the objects.

Sufficient

space has been allowed so that the
transition from dark to light is
smooth. The smaller pen point here
(No. 00) permitted a nice gradation
from one area to the other. Without a table line separating the
background from the objects, the
transition from light to dark is even

more gradual.
Other liberties have been
taken with the placement of values. Notice, for example, that the

on the can and the
paintbrush handles have been
placed in the light, without any
shadow indicated on them. Notice
drips of paint

also that the spine of the

book

is in

4.

The transitional tones from dark to light are indicated with a No. 00 pen
The book's spine is in deeper shadow than the side of the sneaker, although

deeper shadow than the side of the

point.

sneaker.

both are illuminated by the same

light source.
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Above: GEOFFREY MOSS
To describe white collar crime, the artist uses a

room conveys
Opposite:

108

composition.

A surprising selection of objects placed in a police station line-up

ALAN E. COBER

Although the structure of the skulls here
line

still-life

the surrealistic quality of the crimes committed.

may have been drawn from observation, the context in which they appear is startling. The
work seems more expressive because of this juxtaposition.
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1 0.

Drawing from Photographs

There was a time when most artists
sneered at the thought of drawing from
photographs, as if depending on the

camera

for visual reference

made an

artist less

somehow

worthy. Those times

have long since passed, and now there
are very few artists who would
subscribe to this low opinion of the
photograph. Some artists take their own
photographs, using the images in the
same way one uses on-the-spot
sketches. Other artists use alreadyexisting photographs for reference in
drawing subjects that are not
immediately accessible. Using the
photograph creatively — so that you take
the best it has to offer for your
drawings — is the subject of this chapter.

DRAWING FROM PHOTOGRAPHS

1

1

1

Drawing from a Postcard

However,

Drawing from photographs has

much

recommend

you're
working from a black-and-white
to

it.

If

photo, you won't be distracted by
color, and you can see the values
clearly,

which

is

especially useful

drawing. When
working from any photographblack-and-white or color — you also
have the advantage of seeing a

for pen-and-ink

subject represented

in

a simplified

manner, because of the image's
small size.

For decades photographers

have gone to great lengths to obphotographs from unusual, or
even precarious, views — from airplanes, in stormy weather, among
throngs of people. These photographs offer a range of visual matetain

rial

not readily accessible to you.

112

quiet street in Portugal
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is

reproduced on

this

photograph

slave you, as the artists of yesteryear seemed to think. It's nothing

more than

a factual record

— with

limitations!

Theoretically, the camera records things as they actually appear to the human eye. In fact, the
camera creates its own distortions. It's up to you to correct
these distortions of value and

shape, based on your knowledge
how things really look. Often the

of

lens

is

see

all

not sharp enough for you to
the details, requiring that

you use your imagination to add
what the camera has failed to record; at other times, the photograph offers foo much detail, and
you have to edit the information.

i?

A

the

does not have the power to en-

dog-eared picture postcard.

Drawing from

a Postcard
Having returned from a trip to a

eign country, you

may want

for-

to re-

something

you've seen.
Travel may not have permitted you
sufficient time for sketching on the
spot, and your memory for details
may have grown dim since you
cord

first saw the spot. Here the photograph comes in very handy.
The photograph you see reproduced here is a picture postcard
purchased in Portugal. As in most

postcards, the detail

is

not per-

enough

fectly clear, yet there

is

formation

more

1

(even

.

In

in-

than

The

have been ex-

necessary) to represent the scene

card.

of the picturesque side street

general shapes of the structures,

tended from the edges of the image seen on the postcard in order
to show more of the shrubbery at
the left, which adds visual interest

the arched doorway, and the tiled

to the wall.

rooftops.

Notice that certain details
have been omitted from the tracing: A TV antenna was removed
from the central rooftop, for exam-

cated

in

Above

lo-

the quiet village of Obidos.

all,

the postcard offers the

Tracing the image

is

the

first

step. Place a sheet of tracing paper

over the photograph and outline
only the general shapes

shown on

the postcard. Here the postcard

reproduced actual

size;

so

is

is

the

tracing. You'll notice that the size

of the

drawing is about one inch
width and height than the

larger in

the ink tracing, slightly larger than the card

itself,

lines

the rustic mood of the
scene. Also, several flowerpots
were eliminated from the windows
to simplify the facade of the buildple, to retain

ing

and emphasize the architec-

tural structure.

more shrubbery is shown on

the

left.

DRAWING FROM PHOTOGRAPHS

1

1

3

Variations

Outline Drawing from the
Photograph
The postcard has served
tion: It's

street

its

func-

provided a starting point,

reminder of a scene you've
wanted to draw. After this initial
function, however, the imaginaa

tion

must take

over, adapting the

images on the postcard to suit the
drawing itself. From the tracing, an
outline drawing has been made,
and the scene, re-created from the
imagination.
First, notice what has been
omitted from the photograph. The
shadow across the cobblestone

2.

114

would have confused the

patterns of stonework, and so

has been eliminated. Potted plants
and foliage were omitted wherever
they overwhelmed the architec-

ing

more than

a blur of texture in

the postcard, have been carefully
delineated in the drawing.

Although the

ceiling

beams

of

tural simplicity of the small build-

the building at right are obscured in
the photograph, they have been

ings. Several potted plants located

described here

on the ledge of the building at the
right were eliminated to simplify
the foreground area.

as the

If some details were removed
from the drawing, others were
added. Because this is an outline

drawing, the linear details become
far

more important here than

in

the

postcard. The cobblestones, noth-

An outline drawing of the card accentuates

HOW TO DRAW IN PEN AND INK

it

in

outline.

beams under

As long
seem

the roof

convincing,
it's
unimportant
whether they match the actual
structure in the photograph.
Notice that the laundryhanging limply from the window
on the left in the photograph — has
been animated by a breeze in the
drawing, for added interest.

the linear details on the cobblestone street

and

the ceiling beams.

Tonal Drawing from the
Photograph
Using a photograph as a point of
departure for drawing means that
you can interpret the photograph
according to any of the technical
and imaginative means at your disposal. We've already seen that an
outline drawing effectively emphasizes the linear qualities of the
quiet Portuguese street scene pic-

tured on the postcard. Notice

happens when
interpreted

in

the

same

what

subject

is

a tonal drawing.

The cobblestones, so pronounced in the outline drawing,

3.

A

tonal rendering of the

have been almost totally elimiThe entire surface of the
street is suggested by the stonework drawn only at the edges. Notice that the ceiling beams on the
nated.

building

at

indicated

in

eliminated

in

right

— so

outline

deliberately

— have been

the tonal drawing.

While there may be less linear
however, there is far more
indication of light and shade. The
wall under the roof of the building
is

deep

in

shadow;

a

decorative stripe along the face of
the buildings has been indicated
carefully. In fact, there

same subject shifts

here:

The

in

tonal balance

interest has shifted

from

the cobblestone street to the sky

and to

this

tone under the roof.

In

contrast to the outline drawing,
the upper portion of the drawing

commands

greater attention than

the lower part.

detail,

at the right

complete reversal

has been a

Using lines economically is extremely important in an outline
drawing. This is less true in a tonal
drawing: The more lines there are,
the less each one counts. Stipples
and short pen strokes manage to
merge into general tones without
complicating the overall effect.

the visual interest from the street to the sky.
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Drawing from Photographs Step by Step

Interpreting the Photograph
It's

rare that

you

find a

photograph

so perfect that you

want

duce it
you happen to

pen and

precisely

in

5£/!^^

to reproink.

If

find the perfect im-

want to prephotograph anyway!

age, you'll probably

serve

Why

it as a
bother making a drawing of

photo? Chances are, one
photograph may offer you certain
things worth incorporating in your
drawing, and you'll discard the
this ideal

other features that are distracting.

You may

prefer, as

most

artists do,

to incorporate certain details from

one photograph and other details
from a second, third, or even tenth
photograph. After all, there's no
limit on the number that can be
used for any one drawing.
Even if you rely on only one
photograph for your drawing, you

A snapshot taken in a

country setting offers an interesting pose but

little

information about details.

may not want to crop it in precisely
same way. Use two L-shaped
pieces of paper to make an adjustable "window," and shift them

the

around on the photograph
find a cropping

you

until

you

prefer.

You may prefer to use the photograph only as a very general
guide for an altogether different
drawing. Here, for example, is a
perfectly suitable photograph of a
young
taken

woman
in

in

VN

riding clothes,

the countryside. First a

been made of the
photograph, simply to plan the
overall shapes and to achieve a
pencil tracing has

general impression of the scene.
There is not enough definition in
the photograph for the artist to
trace every detail. Notice the right
hand, for example: The photograph does not provide enough information for detailed tracing, and
so only the outline of the shape has
been indicated. And only the contour has been traced on the face.
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A pencil tracing of the photograph suggests only the broad shapes again
little

indication of detail.

with

First Variation

has

Keep the photograph alongside the
drawing and correct the distor-

foreground, a feature that

tions, first lightly in pencil, before

some

of interest to offer

little

rected

in

in

was

the
cor-

the ink drawing. With

leaves moving to the

left

and

As you

others moving to the right, a cer-

begin to ink, refer to the photo-

rhythm has been created that
adds interest to the entire foreground area.
The background in the photograph is blurred, suggesting a,

you begin the actual
graph
to

inking.

for details that

make

tain

can be used

the drawing more con-

vincing. Notice, for example, that

the photograph provides informa-

composing the

country setting but providing little
information about specific land-

drawing, although the straw has
been transformed from a haystack

scape details. The drawing sharpens the focus of this area. Notice

tion

about the straw. This

was

helpful

in

detail

meadow. The photograph

into a

have been introduced, a
__
r
»

that trees

y_

,,

sloping

and a distant
background around

hillside,

cabin, with the

the head deliberately

left

bare

in or-

der to frame the face.

Without alterations to the contour of the head, the face has been

shaded to give it shape, and hair
has been added to strengthen the
head more effectively.
The figure itself remains relatively unchanged: The fingers have
been indicated precisely, as well as
the folds in the blouse and
breeches. To simplify the cap, the
gloves have been removed.

ti)J

-

•

~

.

•

> ~*~

.

i

m

•

i,

i

Details in the foreground

Wi( v

and background are sharpened with

details created

from the imagination.
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Variations

Two More Variations
As we have seen, it's possible

to

add and eliminate details, yet remain relatively faithful to the photographic reference at the same
time. But the photograph need not
offer anything more than just the

broadest jumping-off point for a
very different drawing. The two
variations reproduced here are designed to illustrate this point.
In the second drawing, the
setting has been changed from the

countryside to the beach, and the
riding clothes, replaced by a beach
outfit. In a

drawing that

(with

outline

some

is

primarily

stippling

added), the figure retains the same
pose. (Notice, however, that with-

out the sleeve concealing the right
arm, the distortion from foreshortening seems more exaggerated.)
In

Another variation drawn from the same photograph substitutes a beach
setting for the countryside.

the third drawing, the set-

been changed from a
beach scene to a porch. Although
taken from the same tracing as the
other two, this pen-and-brush
drawing was conceived from the
ting has

imagination.

Technical Reference

who wishes to work
from factual visual reference
and partly from the imagination,
photographs serve an important
For the artist

partly

function. For the artist

who finds

it

necessary to adhere to visual reference for factual information, the
photograph is indispensable. On
the facing page, a very specific aircraft was required for an illustration assignment. The photograph
provided the technical informa-

No modifications of the photograph were made, except one:
The plane's landing gear has been
eliminated to show the aircraft as it
would appear in flight.

i

7-

tion.
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A

third variation

shows

the

changed as well as the subject.

same pose in another setting. The technique is

A photograph of a

foreign aircraft

provided necessary technical
information for an illustration.
Although the drawing is true to the

photo, the landing gear
eliminated to

show

was

the plane in

DRAWING FROM PHOTOGRAPHS
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MURRAY TINKELMAN
For this
(like

artist,

the ones

the

camera is the

shown

here),

ideal sketching tool.

Working from jumbo contacts

he makes enlargements of the images he prefers. Notice

how the photographs, used for reference only, compare

to the

drawing on the

opposite page. Tinkelman has altered the gesture in each figure and eliminated

unnecessary details, but has referred to the photos

for details in the

costumes,

and equipment. Both drawings shown here demonstrate the artist's
painstaking technique of building up layers of pen strokes to create tone, never relying
on any contour lines to render form.
fencing,
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1 1.

It's

Figure Drawing

possible that drawing the

human

figure will turn out to be the

most

rewarding experience of

For

artists,

single

the

most

human

all.

some

figure represents the

inspiring subject, a fact that

has been true since ancient times. Here
we can introduce you to some of the
basics in drawing the figure. This is, of
course, little more than an introduction.

you

find this kind of

work

satisfying,

If

we

suggest that you devote concentrated
time to studying the subject thoroughly.
Don't be discouraged if you're
dissatisfied with your results at first. As
long as artists continue to be inspired by
a subject, they recognize that there is
always something new to learn.
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Simple Figures

Where

head

to Begin

after

is,

all,

simply a modified

Because patience is required, it's
wise to find cooperative models

and recesses: two eyebrows, two

who

eyes,

are willing to take a sustained

pose.

You can work from photo-

graphs, of course, but

in

to be

more confusing

two

ears, a nose,

and

a

mouth.

the begin-

ning the distortions of the camera

may prove

oval containing eight protrusions

First

draw the general shape

head
and from the
of the

moment

itself,

from the front

side, omitting hair for

conceals the shape

than helpful. Friends and relatives
provide a good source, and you

a

may

almost pure; from the side,
the oval juts forward from the cen-

even flatneighborhood

find that they're

tered to be asked.

A

oval

tral

pendently. The most patient model

eral

good one to begin
with, is you: Set up a mirror in front
of your drawing stand, and begin

features

all,

and

a very

there.

Drawing the Head

When considering the head at first,
avoid thinking of your

initial

draw-

— where creating a
important — and con-

ings as portraits

likeness

is

centrate instead on the overall

shapes and

Draw

the

their

frontal

After you've

drawn the gen-

shape of the

skull, locate

in

From the

relation to

mouth

in half

and separates the eyes, eyebrows,
and ears. At first you can consider
these features symmetrical and
identical in shape. In fact, if you really study the face closely, you'll
notice that the eyes, eyebrows,
and mouth are neither perfectly
symmetrical nor identical.

view and in

HOW TO DRAW IN PEN AND INK

the

one another:

front, a central axis di-

From the

profile.

side,

the

mouth

Notice the relationship of the

features to each other and to the overall shape of the head.
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front the

axis at the ear.

vides the nose and

placement. The

head from a

From the

is

school might offer life-drawing
classes where you can work indeof

(hair

of the skull).

tends to be placed somewhere below the ear, and the nose lines up
with the earlobe. Mark these off

and compare
around you.

this

head to others

The Moving Figure
easy to become distracted by
clothing when drawing the human
It's

figure.

It

helps, of course, to

work

from a nude model, but you can
also simplify the
stick figures as

Draw

moving body

shown on

the

into
left.

the figure walking, reclining,

running, and sitting.

Notice that the limbs

— the

up-

per and lower portions of the arms

and legs — seem to be the most
flexible, and that the central axis
(the spine)

change

in

!

shows less directional
movement. Also study

the length of the limbs

in

i

relation to

the length of the torso. Notice, too,
the relationship of the hips to the

shoulders.

After

,

you've drawn these
draw clothes over the

stick figures,

basic

structure,

retaining the
established with
the earlier drawings. Try different

movement you

kinds of clothing. For these early
exercises, you
in pencil,

after

may

prefer to

draw

erasing the stick figures

you've

built

up the shapes.

With simple stick figures, draw
the figure reclining, seated,

motion. Practice as

and in

many poses as

you can imagine, using the approach

shown at left.

the

Many pencil sketches,
human figure.

casually

drawn as shown

here, will familiarize

you with

FIGURE DRAWING
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Figure

Seated Figure Drawn

in

Tone

Using a friend to pose, you'll find it
most comfortable to draw the

model

in

He

a seated position.

or

she should be able to sustain the
pose for the necessary time, without straining.

The Pencil Sketch
your pencil sketch, block off the
general shapes, placing them
within the framework of the drawing paper. Here the seated figure is
indicated within a fairly square
composition. (Details of this drawIn

ing are

shown

at right.)

With

paral-

strokes drawn in pencil, the
approximate values have been inlel

dicated.

It

is

clear that the back-

ground area around the head will
be lightest in value and the lower
portion of the body will be darkest.
1.

Block out the general shapes of the figure

composition of values as

First Inking

in pencil, indicating

the overall

well.

Reinforce the general shapes with
the

first

application of ink. Here

these have been indicated
tour and with parallel lines.

in

con-

This first inking is also meant
advance the general patterns of
light and shade in the drawing.
Here the head is more clearly
defined — the values and features
have been indicated with parallel
lines and Crosshatch.
to

Final Inking

As you look

at the full

drawing on

the facing page, notice

how

the

values have been established with
Crosshatch. The lightest value —
the white of the paper — surrounds
the head. The lighter gray

is indi-

cated only with parallel lines. A single Crosshatch in the clothing
establishes a third value. Finally,

multiple cross-hatching on the
floor

and

in

the background areas

sets the darkest values.
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2.
light

With the

and tone.

first

ink lines,

draw the contours and lay in the

first

suggestions of

3. Parallel lines,

and single and multiple cross-hatching,

establish the range of values.
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Figures in Line

and Tone

Seated Figure

made more

In

the accented lines sweeping under the

in Line
the pencil sketch, indicate the general shapes, with
particular attention to the contours. As in the previous

the

left

interesting by accenting the lines. Notice
left

arm, over

knee, and under the right leg. These lines — as

drawing, the chair in this drawing is an important part
of the composition, its slender vertical and horizontal
lines adding visual interest to the broad shapes of the

you look

figure itself.

will

Without losing the shapes you've drawn in pencil,
follow the outlines in ink, but think about the quality of
those lines as you draw. Here the shapes have been

— drawn primarily in the folds and
head — soften the drawing and add contrast and visual
interest to the unbroken outline elsewhere.

1. In

pencil,

draw

the overall shapes, with particular

emphasis on contours.
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well as the accented lines on the chair— create a rhyth-

mic pattern that adds dimension to the drawing. (As
at the drawing, squint your eyes, and these

become more
The broken

2.

broken

PEN AND INK

apparent.)

lines

The contour drawing
lines creating their

is

relieved

own shapes.

by accented and

Head in

and Shade
composed of masses and planes, and its
becomes more apparent when illuminated by

Light

The head
structure

is

source that accentuates the distribution of
light and shade.
Make a pencil drawing of a face in profile, drawing
the outline first and blocking in the tones next. Look
carefully at the values expressed on the planes of the
face. The highlights will appear on the protruding areas
closest to the source of light coming from the right. The
a single light

1. Drawing in the profile, indicate the patterns of light
and shade as revealed from a single light source.

darkest values appear on recessed planes farthest from
the light source.

Now
draw

in

follow these penciled tones with ink. First

the outline of the profile, and then add the

indi-

and hair. Next brush in the darkest valyou have the two extremes of light and dark

vidual features

ues.

Now

Add the middle tones. Notice that the transitones (stippled here) reveal the curved surfaces
of the facial planes. This is an excellent example of how
stippling can enhance volume and texture in the form.
tones.

tional

2.

Lay in the darkest values

then the middle tones (here

(a

brush was used here) and

in stipples).
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Above:

BRAD HOLLAND

This artist has

managed to extract the lighter values from

that

seem

The

figure is also

to

Opposite: JILL

the floral borders

130

the darker ones

by using

free strokes

be placed almost at random.
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KARLA SCHWARZ

an ideal subject

for

a highly stylized treatment. The figures are as decorative as

and ornamental details

that surround them.

//

-

"\^-

Above:

GERRY GERSTEN

Any park bench offers an array of models

for

drawing outdoors. Here the

artist

captures the expression of three seated figures

without regard for detail or likeness. The portrayal is convincing.

VICTOR JUHASZ
seems almost to have emerged naturally from

Opposite:
This drawing

the artist's doodling. The ballpoint pen

is

an

ideal instrument for creating

such a spontaneous drawing.
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Drawing Outdoors

Until

now, you've been developing your

drawing

skills in

the comfort of an

Without changing
climate and lighting, and without the
distraction of flies and ants, drawing
indoors may have certain appeal. Yet
there is nothing more pleasurable than
breaking free from the restraints of the
drawing table, especially when spring
beckons and nature bursts forth with a
marvelous array of subjects for the artist.
And pen and ink is an ideal medium for
spontaneously recording your responses
to the natural world around you. Only a
interior setting.

minimum number of tools
With

reliable

is

pens, sufficient

required:
ink,

and a

notebook or sketch pad,
you're on your way!
stiff-covered
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Landscape Features

Setting

Up

squint your eyes, and try to sim-

When you

sketch outdoors, on the
spot, you'll want to feel as comfortable as possible in your "studio

away from home."

Select a sub-

ject that offers a reasonably

com-

arrangement and

fortable seating

some distance
so that you can take in the
overall shapes within your range of
vision without having to strain
your eyes against the sun or
stretch your neck for a better view.
Place the drawing pad or sketchbook on your lap, preferably in the
place yourself at

from

it

shade, avoiding the glare caused
by sunlight striking the flat surface
of white paper.

Drawing Landscape Details
Before you begin an entire compo-

some time

take

sition,

to sketch

the trees, shrubs, rocks, grasses,

and other landscape details you
see around you. This practice will
help you develop powers of observing nature's unique features.
As you begin to sketch these
considerthe overall shapes
helps to silhouette them.
You may be surprised to discover
that a silhouette alone can describe the true appearance of a
tree, with no further details necessary. Don't worry about achieving
absolute accuracy here. A tree is
not like a face or a teapot. Trees
vary so much in size and shape that

plify

the subject into patterns of

and dark. Can you reduce the
number of values to three, from
light to dark with one middle tone?
As long as you are working
from a distance, the patterns of
shadows cast on and by the subject can be simplified. In spite of its
size and unique shape, for example, a tree is like any other threedimensional object: It will be
light

lightest in the areas nearest to the

source (the sun), and darkest
those areas farthest from the
light source. In addition to these
shadows, of course, are the
shadows the object casts onto the
ground or onto a neighboring tree
or rock. Pay close attention to
these shadows, eliminating those
you find confusing, but depicting
those that are most descriptive.
Consider the structure of the
light

in

shrubs, or plants you are

trees,

drawing. The branches and stems
may be obscured by the foliage
growing from them, but studying

details,

their skeletal structure

first.

exercise

faults

It

made

in their

portrayal will

not be conspicuous.

Once you have established the
examine the subject
values. If you are too close to

overall shape,
for

your subject, you

many

shadows) make
out the values.
true,
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may

find that the

details (leaves, textures,

work

it

If

difficult to sort

you

find this

is

at a greater distance;
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details

in

is

a valuable

portraying landscape

more convincingly.

Al-

though it's most pleasant to work
outdoors in the warm weather, you
will also benefit greatly by drawing
these landscape features in the
colder seasons when they are
bare. (Even if you prefer not to venture outdoors, it's good practice to
draw bare trees and shrubs from
photographs, remaining in the
comfort of your studio!)
Drawing rocks is much like
drawing any rounded shape. Indicate the irregular, semicircular outlines,

and block

in

the values as

Simplify tree shapes by studying
structure, silhouette,

and

values.

you see them in light and shade,
suggesting their irregular and

Notice that trees assume natural

rough texture as well.

geometric shapes.

configurations that resemble simple

Practice drawing landscape details, leaves, rocks, branches.
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Drawing Outdoors Step by Step

As you begin a full composition outdoors, start in the
same way you sketched the landscape details. First
shapes and how they play against
for
example, the tree trunk, branches
other.
Here,
each
and leaves, and bold rocks are juxtaposed in an arrangement that plays delicate shapes against massive
ones. With a contour drawing, indicate these patterns
of negative and positive shapes, paying little attention
to detail. If you feel you've indicated too many confuslook for the overall

ing details in this first sketch, try using a viewfinder to

help simplify the composition.

1.

The general shapes are

first

indicated in an outline

drawing, with only minimal detail suggested.
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After laying out the contours, indicate the values of

and dark tones as they express themselves in the
is best accomplished with pencil marks that can be erased after inking. Your plan need
only establish three or four values, from the lightest to
light

subject before you. This

the darkest tones, but the pattern they create should be

balanced throughout the composition. Here the tonal
plan suggests that the drawing will be in high contrast
between the shadows on the trees and rocks at one extreme, and the bright sunlight on the trees, rocks, and
water at the other extreme.

2.

The extreme light and dark areas are
to form an interesting pattern.

drawing

laid

out in the

Following this general plan of values, begin to ink
details of the drawing. In the first inking,
is

little

in

the

attention

paid to the transitions from light to dark, but the pat-

terns of negative and positive shapes are reinforced.

Notice that the shapes remain broadly indicated: They
all, irregular shapes — not mathematically pre-

are, after

cise

ones — designed simply to give

texture. Notice

how

of

sense of form and

angles,

barely indicated.

3.

is advanced, with lights and darks
and positive and negative shapes strengthened.

The tonal plan

indicated,

in

suggest the blocklike
the rocks. The water in the foreground is

patches of varying
shapes

a

the parallel lines, swiftly placed

As you progress,

drawing even further. Nofrom light to dark — in the tree
trunk, in the rocks, and in the water — are now established at this stage. These transitional values add dimension to the shapes, giving them volume and
texture. The patterns of negative and positive shapes
have been advanced to the degree that the drawing
could be considered complete now. With the sky left
bare and the water containing only minimal detail, the
silhouette of the tree on the horizon is pronounced,
forming a drawing of high contrast.
refine the

tice that the transitions

4. This high-contrast

drawing, with the tree silhouetted

against the horizon, could now be considered complete.

nRAWiNin
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Drawing Outdoors Step by Step

5.

Although the drawing on the

previous page could be considered

complete,
the

this interpretation

same landscape

is

appropriate. Here the

of

equally

medium

values

dominate— rather than the
light and dark tones— because the
background has been darkened and the
water more carefully defined.
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In

these details, notice

how

'-''--

<z?zk

the white leaves form a sparkling pattern through

contrast with the tree. Parallel lines, placed closer together or farther apart,

suggest the shape and texture of the tree trunk. Notice also that the reflections

in

the water are mirrorlike but not polished. The rocks are reflected here, but not the
tree or leaves,

because doing so would have confused the drawing.

Finally, notice

the irregular shapes of the rocks, which have been indicated with slashing strokes

of the pen.
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Index

Accented

lines,

exercises

in,

32, 35, 36, 2.8;
35; illus. of, 34, 35;
1

outline, 32, 35
Arbus, Diane, illus. of, 73
Architectural, 63, 1 1 4; drawing 63;

structure, 113
Arisman, Marshall,

by,

illus.

39

Arrangement, 50, 87-97, 102-103,
106, 138; circular, 89, 103, 105;
diagonal, 102; horizontal, 94;
movement in, 94; of objects, 89;
principles of, 88; seating, 1 36;
shape of, 89; square, 89, 1 03; triangular, 89, 103; vertical, 94
Balance, 88, 96; details of, 88-90;
illus. of, 88; through negative and
positive space, 93; through pattern, 1 38; through shape, 88-89;
through tone, 92,115; unity and,

88-89,92,96
2, 132

Ballpoint,

1

Banfield, Elliott,

illus.

65

by,

32; of box, 58; of egg, 60; of face,
1 1 6; of figure, 1 26; of head, 1 1 7
Contour drawing, 31,35, 38, 92,
96, 106, 138; blind, 32; illus. of,
39, 96; outdoors, 138
Cross-hatching, 46; exercises in, 46;
illus. of, 47; to create graded
tones, 5 1 to create flat tones, 46;
to indicate values, using parallel
lines, stippling, and, 52-53, 58,
61,1 26; single and multiple, 1 26
Crow quill pen, 12, 14; illus. of, 1 4
Cube, 56-59; illus. of, 56-57, 58-59;
in contour, 56, 58; using parallel
lines, cross-hatching and stippling,
58-59; with values, tone, 56-57,
;

58-59
Curved

19,21,26, 28, 70;

exercises in, 26; illus. of, 26, 27;
with even pressure, 26; with uneven pressure, 26
Custer, General, illus. of, 33

62

Black,

38;

illus. of,

Brenner, Fred,

38
illus.

by,

14

Broken lines, 32-36, 1 28; exercises
in, 36; illus. of, 37
Brush, 1 5, 68-71 1 24; dry, 70;
exercises with, 68; handling of,
68; sable, No. 0, 15; No. 3, 15;
,

No. 6,

1

5; split-hair,

paper use with,

7

1

;

vary

;

Camera, 112,1 20; distortions

of,

124
Center of interest, 96-98; illus.
96, 97; with contrast, 96

6; illus. of,

Expressive

33

105, 106, 126, 129, 138;diagonal, 94, 1 02; figure, 1 26; horizontal, 94, 1 03, 1 26; landscape,
1 36, 1 38; lighting, 1 04; movement in, 94; principles of, 88-89,
94, 96; still-life, 55, 84, 90, 104;

94

Cone, 62; illus. of, 62
Contour, 31 38, 43, 48, 56, 58, 60,
116, 117, 126, 138; in outline,

INDEX

1

6

28; exercises in, 28;
28, 29; irregular, 28

lines,

of,

Clogging, 1 5
Cober, Alan E., illus. by, 1 09
Composing, 16, 86-97, 99, 102,
1 1 7; in outline, 43; in tone, 43;
with light, 105
Composition, 16, 86-97, 102, 103,

142

1

illus. of,

,

Halftone, 56, 58; illus. of, 58-59
Head, 117,1 24; illus. of, 1 24, 1 29

Higgins ink, 1 5
Highlight, 56, 58, 60,

29;

1

illus. of,

58-59
Holding the pen, 20-21
20-21; illus. of, 21
Holland, Brad,

by,

illus.

exercises

;

in,

130

106

12, 15, 16, 20, 21,67, 69,
70, 71, 72,99, 106, 1 17, 126,
129, 135; Higgins, 15; India, 15,
1 06; less pressure and more, 70;
less pressure and less, 70; more
pressure and more, 70; illus. of,

Ink,

1

1,

Ink bottle,

12,15, 20, 70;

illus. of,

15
Inking, 16, 58, 79, 84,
1

17, 129, 138;

first,

126, 139;

Jeffers, Susan,
Knife, 16;

illus. of,

by,

27

knife,

16

illus.

X-Acto

106, 113,
99, 126;

final,

1

1

3,

1

26

1 36; details, 1 36, 1 37
Le-Tan, Pierre, illus. by, 47
Levine, David, illus. by 73
Light, 16,45, 56, 57, 58, 60, 1 04,
105, 107; and dark, 45, 50, 51,
92, 96, 106, 107, 129, 136,
1 38, 1 39; and shade, 43, 56, 62,
64, 104, 105, 1 15, 129, 136;
and shadow, 56, 1 04; artificial,
1 6, 56, 1 04; composing with,
1 05; distribution of, 50, 1 29; natural, 16, 58, 83, 104, 136; patterns of, 56, 1 29, 1 36; placement
of, 56, 1 05; source, 56, 57, 58,
60, 92, 104, 105, 129, 136;
illus. of, 56-57, 60; sunlight, 56,
58, 138
Lighting, 1 6, 20, 56, 57, 58, 83,
104, 106, 135: artificial, 16,
1 04; natural, 1 6, 83, 1 04; setting

Landscape,
Eraser,

vertical,

52
Guidelines (see pencil)

70
Dimensions, 79
Doodling, 21, 132
Dots (see also stippling), 19,31,48;
illus. of, 25,48, 60, 61; and
dashes, 21,25
Drawing board (surface), 1 6
Drawing outdoors, 1 31-1 41 selecting a subject for, 1 36; sketching
details, 136; step by step, 131141

70

Ciardiello, Joe, illus. by,

;

India ink, 15,

lines,

Cylinder,

72-73; broken, 72; solid, 72
Blechman, R.O., illus. by, 37
Blind contour, 38-40; exercises in,

Giovanopoulos, Paul, illus. by, 63
Graded tones, 50-54; illus. of, 50,
52; with cross-hatching, 5 1 with
parallel lines, 50; with stippling,

1 22, 1 24, 1 26-133; drawing
step by step, 1 26-1 33; illus. of,

Figure,

124, 125, 126, 128, 130, 131,
1

32,

1

33;

stick,

seated, 1 28; in
26; moving, 125;

in line,

tone, seated,

1

125

Figure drawing,

122-133

44-49, 50;

illus. of, 49;
with cross-hatching, 46, 47; with
parallel horizontal lines, 44; with
stippling, 48, 49
Fountain pen, 1 2, 20

Flat tones,

Gaffney-Kessell, Walter, illus. by, 1 7
Gersten, Gerry, illus. by, 1 33
Gesture drawing, 40; exercises in,

40;

illus. of,

Gillott,

Joseph,

40-41
1

2

up,

20

Lines, 12, 15, 16, 19, 21, 22, 24,

25, 26, 28, 31, 32, 35, 38,40,

43.44,45, 46,48, 50, 51, 55,
58,68, 69, 70, 79, 89, 96, 99,
102, 106, 1 13, 1 15, 126, 128;
accented (see accented lines); and
dots, 1 9; contour, 38, 1 26; crosshatching, 5 1 70; curved, 19,21,
26, 28, 70; diagonal, 24, 25, 46;
,

dotted {also stippled, interrupted),
25, 36, 60, 61, 64, 1 26; even,
1 9, 22. 32; expressive, 28. 29;
horizon (see perspective); horizontal, 22, 24, 44, 46. 1 26; irregular,
28; outline (see outline); parallel
(see parallel lines); quality of, 24,
38, 104. 128; straight (see
straight lines); uneven, 1 9, 32,
51 uniform, 32, 96; vertical, 22,
24, 46, 58, 126
;

Macaulay, David, illus. by, 81
Marks, 19
Materials and tools, brushes, 1 5;
drawing board, 11, 15; erasers,
1 5; for drawing outdoors,
1 35;
11, 15; knife, 1 5; lighting, 1 5;
opaque white, 1 5; paper, 11, 15,
pen, 11, 12; pencil, 11, 15; penholder, 1 2; pen wiper, 1 5;
straightedge, 1 5; tape, 11,15
Measuring, 78; height, 78; internal
dimensions, 79; proportions, 78;
slope, 79; width, 78
Moss, Geoffrey, illus. by, 108
Movement, curvilinear, 95; diagonal,
ink,

95; horizontal, 94;
41 vertical, 94

illus. of,

40

;

using,

1

6, 22,

45, 46, 50, 52,

58,64, 68, 70, 80, 126, 139;
22, 23, 24, 44, 45, 58,
68; stippling, cross-hatching and,
illus. of, 52, 58, 61, 127
Patterns, 92, 1 26, 1 28, 1 36, 1 38;
of accented lines, 1 28; of light and
shade, 1 05; of lights and darks,
92, 1 36; of negative and positive,
1 39; of shadows, 1 36; of tones,
illus. of,

93
1

38; and posi-

44, 58, 78, 79, 97;
1 38; guideline, 15, 16, 22, 28, 32, 79
Pencil drawing, 1 6, 32, 35, 36, 1 06,
1 29; from photograph, 1 1 6; illus.
of, 32, 106, 126, 128; of figure,
1 25; of profile, 32; of stick figures, 125; illus. of, 124
Pencil tracing of photograph, 1 1 3,
Pencil,

1

1

1

,

6,

for indicating values,

116
Pen nib (see pen points)
Pen points, 12, 15, 20; crow
1

2; illus. of,

1

quill,

4; for lettering,

1

2;

for technical

pen, 1 2; Gillott, 1 2;
interchangeable, 1 2; metal, 1 2;
Speedball, 1 2; spoon bill, 12
Pen wipers, 1 5

Pens,

1 1,
12, 15, 19, 20-21, 22,
26, 28, 31, 32, 38,40, 44,45,
48, 55, 58, 67, 68, 74; ballpoint,

1

2;

crow

quill,

1

2; felt tip,

1

2;

fountain, 12, 1 5, 20; Gillot, 12;
holders, 1 2; holding, 1 9, 20-2 1

26, 36; illus. of, 20; points, 12,
1 5, 2 1
24, 38, 67; quill and reed,
1 2; Rapidograph,
1 2; steel, 1 2;
technical, 12, 15; wipers, 1 5
Perspective, 58, 60, 62, 77, 80 83,
84, 85; and proportions, 84; aerial, 80, 83; illus. of, 82; bird's-eye,
85; illus. of, 81 eye level and horizon line, 80; illus. of, 80, 81 83;
linear, 80; worm's-eye, 85
Photograph, 1 07, 1 1 1 1 1 2, 1 1 4,
1 1 6; as reference, 118,1 20; distortions of, 1 1 2; drawing from,
1 10-121; illus. of, 1 17, 1 18,
;

Opaque white,

1

6

Outdoors (see drawing outdoors)
Outline, 31-41, 43, 96, 106, 1 13,
1 14, 1 15,
16, 1 18, 126, 129,
1

1 36; accented, 32, 35; broken,
32, 36; illus. of, 36, 37; uniform,

32
Outline drawing 31-41, 129; illus. of,
33; accented, 35; blind contour,
38; broken, 36; exercises in, 32,

35, 36, 38, 40; from photograph,
1 1 4; gesture, 40; with uniform
line,

Paper,

1

5,

,

,

119, 121; interpreting, 1 16
Positive shapes, 93; negative and,
93, 138, 139
Positive space, 93; exercises in, 93;
negative and, 93
Postcard, drawing from, 112-113;
illus. of,

32

69

uneven, 24, 26; varied, 20
Profile,

129

Proportions, 77-79, 84, 85, 88,

102, 106; relative, 79; illus. of,
78, 79; of white to black, 44, 48;
and perspective, 77-85
Rapidograph, 1 2,
Rocks, 136; illus.

1

3,

of,

44,

1

06,

1

07

137

Ruler {also straightedge), 16

92

,

Negative space, 93, 1 03, 105; and
positive space, 93; exercises
Negative shapes, 93,
tive shapes, 1 38

Parallel lines,

112-115

Pressure, 20, 68, 70; even, 22, 26;
required for dots and dashes, 21

Sandford, John, illus. by, 61
Santore, Charles, illus. by, 91

Schwarz,

Jill

Karla,

illus.

by,

131

Seaver, Jeff, illus. by, 1 3, 25
Selection, 84; of details, 88; of
object, 84; of subject, 88
Shade, 31, 36, 44, 45, 56, 64, 1 1 7,
1 28; and light, 43, 56, 58, 62,
64, 104, 105, 115, 126, 129,
1 36; distribution of, 1 29; lamp,
79; illus. of, 78, 79
Shadow, 1 6, 20, 35, 45, 56, 58, 60,
104, 106, 107, 1 14, 136, 138
Shape, 26, 32, 35, 40, 46, 52, 55,
56, 58, 60, 64, 68, 77, 85, 88,
89, 92, 93, 94,95,96, 103,
105, 106, 107, 1 12, 1 13, 1 16,
1 17, 124, 126, 129, 136, 138,
139; and unity, 89-91, 92; illus.
of, 90; and volume, 57; illus. of,

56-57; basic, 55-65; complex,
1 07; linear, 26, 92; negative and
positive, 93, 138, 139; of
arrangement, 89
Silhouette, 40, 56, 1 36; illus. of, 75,
136, 139
Sorel, Edward, illus. by, 23
Spanfeller, James, illus. by, 49
Sphere, 56, 57, 60
Steadman, Ralph, illus. by, 29
Still life, 55, 64, 77, 84, 85, 86, 88,
89, 92, 96, 100, 102, 104, 105,
1 06; compositions, 55; drawing
(see still life drawing); illus. of, 65,
84, 100-101, 108, 109; lighting,

104
drawing, 90, 96, 98-1 09; cir1 03; diagonal, 102; square,
103; step by step, 106-107; triangular, 103; illus. of, 100-101, 102
Stippling, 48, 52, 60, 64, 1 1 5, 1 1 8,
1 29; illus. of, 48, 49; with crosshatching, parallel lines, 58; illus.
Still life

cular,

of,

52-53, 58,61

Straight lines,

19,21,22, 24-25,

26, 28, 58; even pressure, 22;

INDEX

143

23; exercises in, 22-25;
58-59; of dots and dashes
(interrupted lines), 25; uneven

illus. of,

of

illus.

pressure,

Tape

24

(drafting),

1

illus. of,

6;

6

1

Technical pen, 1 2; Rapidograph by
Koh-I-Noor (see Rapidograph)
Texture, 36, 60, 64, 69, 70, 7 1 88,
96, 104, 107, 1 14, 129, 136,
139; illus. of, 64, 129
Tinkelman, Murray, illus. by, 1 21,

122
Tonal, 45, 50, 52,
1 15; drawing, 1

5; balance,

1 1
1

5; plan,

138

Tone, 1 6, 31 35, 42-54, 57, 60,
70, 92, 99, 104, 106, 107, 1 15,
1 26, 1 29, 1 36, 1 38; flat, 44-49,
50; illus. of, 49; graded, 50-54,
70; half (see halftone); illus of, 56
57; patterns, 92; with pen and ink,
44; with pencil, 44
,

Transitions,

Trees,

1

1

39

36-1 38;

illus. of,

1

and balance, 88,
89, 92; and shape, 89-91 and
values, 92-93; illus. of, 88, 91
Unruh, Jack, illus. by, 52-53
;

Value, 45, 46, 48, 50, 56-59, 60,

62, 72, 74, 83, 88,92,94, 96,
104, 106, 107, 1 12, 126, 129,
1 36, 1 38, 1 39; arranging and
organizing, 92; breakup of 60;
distribution of, 92, 94; halftone,
56; illus. of, 47, 49, 56-57, 5859; range of, illus. of, 49, 1 27;
transitional, 106, 107, 1 39; unity
and, 92-93; illus. of, 92; with parallel lines, cross-hatching and stippling, 48, 58, 59, 127; illus. of,
,

48
Value scale, 45, 46, 48, 50, 56, 72,
92; illus. of, 45, 46, 48, 50;
cross-hatching, 45; flat tones, 44,
46, 48, 50; graded tones, 50;
practice, 45; stipple, 48
Viewfinder, 88, 116,1 38; illus. of,

88
Viewpoint {also perspective), 84-85
Volume, 56, 129, 139

X-Acto, 16;

illus. of,

Zahourek, Jon,
Ziering, Robert,

144

illus.

illus.

illus.

by,

82

16
by,

34

by,

40-41

HOW TO DRAW IN

E.

MEYER,

editor-in-chief

American Artist magazine from
1971 to 1979, is the author of
over a dozen books on art instruction. A leading authority on illustration, Meyer has authored A Treasury of the Great Children's Book
Illustrators,

Norman Rockwell's

People, America's Great Illustrators,

and

James Montgomery

Flagg, as well as an entire issue of

American Artist

called

"Three

Generations of the Wyeth Family." In addition to the many books
that she has written, Meyer has
coauthored or edited several books
in the field of art instruction,
including Rendering in Pen and Ink
and Rendering in Pencil.

36-1 37

Unity, 88, 89, 90;

Wrightson, Berni,

SUSAN
of

PEN AND INK

MARTIM

AVILLEZ,

illustrator

and

teacher, contributes drawings fre-

quently to such major magazines

and newspapers as The New York
Times, Harper's, and The Atlantic
Monthly. A graduate of Cooper
Union, he resides in New York City
and teaches at Parsons School of
Design.
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HOW TO DRAW IN
PEN AMD IKK
How to Draw in Pen and Ink

a complete art course, offering hands-on instruction in everything from
tools to perfecting basic skills and deploying advanced techniques.
selecting and
Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions give the pen and ink artist a wide range of exercises from initial
using materials

warm-up ideas

is

and

to professional mastery.

How to Draw in

?¥ &*

PV9

hr

.

Pen and Ink

covers:
•

wt

drawing

in

outline

• creating flat

and graded tones
and com-

• cross-hatching, stippling,
<>-'^-

bined techniques
working with a brush
• drawing from photographs
• drawing portraits, still-lifes, figures,
and landscapes
Combining breadth of scope and

'&&"

'

liiilililiilili

Greater contrasts of

light

and dark

in

•

the sky direct the eye to that portion of the drawing.

clarity

of presentation with eye-

catching graphics,

Pen and Ink is an
and sourcebook.
Here the darkened area and contrasts of light and dark direct the eye to the structure at the left.

How to Draw in

authoritative guide

Elegantly illustrated throughout,
each chapter also features special
drawings by contemporary masters

such as R. O. Blechman, Alan E.
Cober, Pierre Le-Tan, David Levine,
Edward Sorel, and Murray Tinkelman.
Students and amateur enthusiasts,
professional illustrators
ists

alike will find

and

it

and

fine art-

both informative

inspiring.

Now the landscape area to the right becomes the focal point, its values darkened to attract the
eye.
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